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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right"
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School Begins 100 Tons, Beans

First War Baby

Waterworks

Number 32

Bean Growers

A.R&A.M.

Mayor Thrown and the Board
Charles Ernest Anderson, Jr.
Acacia LodgeA, F. and A. M
Application
are coming in
of Village Trustees entertained the 3d. arrived at the Plumlee has caught its strids and is going regularly for membership in the
as guests, Mr. Duer, expert Hospital Wednesday morning. to it now in a way that means Roy Local of the N. M. Bean
He is reported asa husky little business. The first degree con- Growers
manager for Municipal enterpris
Association
Several
es, and Prof. Fayette Á. Jones, chap, looks just like his dad and ferred by the lodge, still under men with large acreages have
the geologist, who were here likes machinery.
His father Dispensation, was given Satur declared their intention to join
looking over the situation regard Ernest Anderson, is in the day night in a manner creditable and many with small fields also
service of Uncle Sam, and is now to a veteran lodge and the charter want in. The plan is going to be
ing water works.
They will present a written b. the Texas State University, membership present was hughly popular and will, if properly
report later for the consideration in training as a Mechanic. C. E. pleased with their chosen officers managed, be a source of great
requirements.
of the trustees and offer advice Anderson Sr., the grandfather is and in general with the things benefit to the farmers who take
The teachers force has, at last
as to the method and . means of building a real be an thresher put they have accomplished in the advantage of
been completed and the personRemember the
proceeding with the enterprise at the farm, and, if the young short time since they decided to Meeting to organize permanently
nel will be as follows
man dont grow up a mechanic it create this.lodge. to supply the town with water.
will be held Saturday, Sept. 7th
Prof K. L. Kreighbaum Princisystems
be
will
definite
There
because
two
he
are
inherits
some
They
'
have candidates already at 2.30 in Roy, Plan to be prepal
under discussion, the develope- - other traits from his mother who elected to keep them working at sent or get your name on the
Miss Carol II. Fritzer, Lanment of the shallow water veins is also to be considered.
every opportunity for the rest of list if you cant be there.
guage and High School,
i
to exist and going down
known
the year and the- membership
MissEula Hanna, High School
the 1,000 foot level for á largar
Rev. G. B. Hall has billed a will be more than doubled from
Miss Fannie Blevins, 5th and
Little. Donald. Justice spent his
supply from one well. Each saje for Sept. 10th, at which he among the best men in the com
6th Grades.
first
night away from home at
plan has its champions but water will dispose of some stock which" munity as fast as they can be
Miss Elizabeth Epps 3d and 4th
the home of his grandparents,
selected,
seed and is the one issue upon which all hV; has not sufficient pasture and admitted. It has been made a
grades,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mitchell, at
feed to hold' this winter, also rule not, underany circumstances Liberty Tuesday night He
Miss Lola Ilanna, 1st end 2d are as near perfection as beans are agreed.
feels
can be grown.
some farm machinery.
Grades,
He of to slight the work or overlook the importance of being a big
.
Mrs-- . W. H, Dunn writes from
Myra 0. De Frees,
Mrs.
fers 10 horses and mules and 17 any details which will tend to boy and is proud of his ventnrc.
This is not all of his crop by
Kansas
Osawattomie,
for
their
head of cattle, including 8 good carelessmcss or levity. It is a
Primary,
any means, there are great helas
they
may
says
get
and
passes
milch cows. He gives 11 months serious and important business
of all patrons ot corn with ears as long as your
The
In a Little Rock Arkansas
and
back
here
fall
come
cn
this
and all the memders are United daily, we find the fellowing
in
titf.e
which
to
pay
of the school is earnestly solicited arm, Sudan grass higher than
for
them.
'
'.
'. ;;
See his bills cr look for his list in keeping the standard of the interesting
and promptness in starting your head and a big field of business.
item
work a3 well as the membership
i .
it-- i.
pupils on the first day k urged burgnuni i.neaueu
in Hie
next week.
wan
ir.e
out
"MxjorKneelandS. Siow of the
'
lie is not going to leave, just to a high level.
as a necessity to getting full making of tons of seed.
162nd
Depot Brigade, Camp Pike
"'
V;'
o
reducing stock is all.
value of the school work for the
.The new hall is completed in
Then the orchard and garden
was
Monday morning of
notified
pupils.
The Old Settlers Picnic ,at
side and is a very attractive
with as fine trees already beuring
his
appointment
to be lieutenant
The object of the Public as we ever saw and all kinds of Pleasant View Friday, was a sucfraternal meeting place.
1. P. Vernon and Sons brought
colonel
infantry.
of
Colone
School is the education of the arden stuff
When the outside is finished it
that we know about cess altho not so well attended 250 head of cattle here for shipSnow will be assigned to Camp
jobs
providing
pupils not
for and some we didntknow,squash- - as on former occasions. The prepwill also be ery attractive.
ment Tuesday from their ranch
Sevier, Greenville 6. C.
.
is es as big
.War-to
teachers and
reduced
were
arations
lodge is a valuable addiSuch
a
a3 washtubs huge beets
They
shipped
DeHaven,
at
During his stay here Colonel
sonr?
essential to that end.
and rutabagas and carrots and lime simplicity but the picnic to El Paso and some to Wyoming tion to any town and does credit Snow has
held one of the most
to the spirit of enterprise and
tomatoes and cucumbers in a dinner was a success and the proMr. Vernon called to pay his
responsible
positions at the post
Mrs. C. L. Justice, wife of the
profusion we have not seen in a gram in the afternoon was made
subscription and said some fraternity in Roy.
having
been
in command of a
cashier of the Roy Bank is lead- long
interesting by the efficient directime.
things
for the
kind
is
lie
battalion
depot brigade.
in
the
ing what, to some ladies would
Anderson,
Mrs.
near Sorino-eThe girls took justifiable pride tion, of Mrs. J. G. Smith, 'with an'enthusias'Jc K. P. and" seems
will
He
leave
immediately to
be called a strenuous life this
is at the Plumlee Hospital in Roy
in showingu3 the pictures of the Jim Johnson as assistant.
to enjoy visiting on that line with a fine" baby boy born last assume his new command. "
week. In aedition to her regeu- It was an ideal day for the oC- -'
old home of the'r parents in
to" accept Saturday.- with us.
Ve IhU-ñd
lar avocation as housekeeper she
Coionel Snow's yife was Miss
Switzerland, the military honors casion and the rain following
invitation
took the place of the
to
his
him
visit
on
the
Gladys
Judy, of Roy. They drove
their father received as the crack came at night so one was caught
driver, who who was sick, and
ranch
day
go
some
to
also
to
in an auto from Camp Pike to
rifleman in his regiment in the out in it. Reminiscences of
drove the tractor preparing the
Clayton with him to. ."Lodge"
h3 new station some 1500 miles
lSwiss army, and many beautiful earlier days and the live questions
wheaj field for planting during
and a letter to her mother states
scenes in the famous Alps but of the day were discussed by a "Mr.
banking hours while Mr. J
and Mrs. Hal. Warner are
The Executive Committee of they had arrived after a splend- they are well pleased that they number. of local speakers and
couídnt be there, made two trips
the proud parents of another the Red Cros3 will meet Thurs IiLtrip.
' ;
...
are here with their 'huge farm some good music enlivened .the. bouncing' ' boy"'
a day out to her father's, farm
who
arrived
at
day
night
(To
Is'ight)
to
transact
program.
Í4 miles and back, in the Ford, and all safe under the protection
their home last week. Hal is the business of the month in
Prof. Trumbull was present
Card of Thanks
of Uncle Sara instead of under
quite sure there are no finer on order that the officers
and cooked three meals a day
and
vari
and
principal
was
the
speaker.
the menace of the Kaiser and his
the mesa or elsewhere.
for seven men. We have not
ous committees may get out
In behalf of the Catholic Ladies1
hordes.
learned what she spent the rest
their
reports
Roy and also on my own
of
promptly.
All
mem
On the trip out we saw beans
of the time doing, but don t
please
FEDERAL
behalf.
PRICE
hers
COMMITTEES
I wish to publicly thank
take
notice
and
come
that will market for more than
doubt she was busy.
those
who
assisted in making
half a million dollars and other
lhe following named ladies
such
grand
a
success of "Father's
were present at the Red Cross
Little Donald Gibbs had the crops of almost equal value and
Day.
We
are
especially grateful
Work Rooms Monday-M- rs.
For Eastern Mora County and Parts of Colfax,
misfortune to step on a nail last prairie grass worth millions for
to
Hon.
E.
E.
Veeder, who came
and Union Counties.
;Saturday and run it deep into his hay and feed. It is unbelievable
F. A. Roy,
Griner twins, from Las Vegas to serve, Mr.
on
that
land
the
where
six
weeks
foot. He was unable to walk for
Mrs. Pendleton, Mrs. E. Leather- Any Short Weights or Over Charges to be reported
and
Mrs. A. R. Streicher, of
ago the drygrass would crunch
a day or two but is getting
mao,
Mrs. Willcox, Mrs. Foster, Raton,
to Claude L. Wensell, County Food Administrator, at Roy
Mrs. Devine, Laughlin
feet-noand
crumble
your
under
w
right again.
Mrs. F.S. Brown, Mrs. Wensell,
N. M.
and Norton, and other members
the gramma is a foot high
Miss Merrill, Mrs. J, G. Smith.
Watch for this list as It will appear weekly in the
of the Springer Choir,, to the Red
Miss Ellen Owen came Wednes covered with seed pods till it is
Mrs.
Hyatt, Mrs. Lusk,
Prices given below apply to the week commencing Thursday,
Miss Cross for the use
of their Hall,
day to accept a position as sales a rich brown color and the mesa
Genevieve Brown, Mrs. Plumlee,
August 29, 1918.
Mrs.
to
Abernath.v
for
her Piano
girl at the Roy Trading Co. store was never as beautiful, even
Mrs. Ogden.
Mr.
and
C.
L.
Wensell
for the
Her sister, Miss Pauline is the when wheat harvest was its
On Wednesday-M- rs.
Jobber to
Retaier to
truck to bring and return it, to
new cashier in the office of the best, than it is now.
Retailer
Consumer
Crowe,
Mrs. Bergqvist, those who helped by advertising
If we had some hundreds o:
store.
Mrs. Ogden.
Flour, 48s,
$2.75 to $3.00
$3.00
to
$3,25
on the Program and those who
farmers like Mr. Fluhmann and
24s,
Flour,
1.50
1.38
1.50
gave of their stores, and their
1.05
Mrs. Lilly B. Wood well re his interesting family this would
Mrs. J. W. Wilson, mother of abor as well as
bulk,
lb. .06
Flour,
per
.07
.07
.08
those who
membered homesteader here ar still be a greater country than it
Mrs. Dr. Gibbs, left Wednesday patronized the
Corn flour, bulk,
.05 34 . 08
. 07
.09
affair.
rived Sunday and is visiting her is.
for her home in Los Angeles,
Corn meal, 24s,
1.24
1.40
1.50
1.65
We are grateful to you all and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. A,
California. She has commanded nope to have opportunity
do.
10s,
.50 ,
.60
.70
.75
to
Brown and will remain the rest
FAREWELL PARTY
the respect and admiration of all prove our gratitude.
do. bulk, lb
.06
.05
.07
of the fall at her farm. Her
who know her here during the
Bread,
.08
.10
Cordially yours,
home is now in Athens, Gedrgia,
Miss Vivia Grinergave a party
trying
Oat Meal, 5s,
weeks of her stay in Roy.
.28
.27
.
.35
Fr. Felix Vachon, O.M.I.
to her Bible Students Class o:
do.
2s,
.14
.12
Mrs. Dan Laumbach went to Roy
.15
.17.
Union Sunday School at the
do.
bulk,
.08
.07
.10
Las Vegas Tuesday and will búngalo
Mrs. Kate Dunbar has enlisted
..12
Monday evening in honor
The entertainment at Mills last
Rice,
.12
.10
as an Army Nurse and gave un
visit relatives at La Cueva. Dan
.15
of Miss Bernice Titterington
'
Friday
evening, as reported by
Hominy,
Pearl
.08
is looking for a teacher who can grand
,10
her California trip as she may be
daughter of Mrs. Tittering.
those
who were present as
S.80
Sugar,
cwt.
K45
9.00
10.00
called into service any day.
teach his private school this ton, who
has been spending the
splendid.
$23.25 was the amount
Beans,
.081
Pinto
winter. His eldest is in the 9th summer here and who
.10
left Tues
received
the door which was
at
,04
Potaioes,
.03
,04
Mrs. Crow and Mrs. Martin
grade and the younger ones scat' day
.05
for her home in Missouri
applied
to
price of the School
the
.05.05
Onions,
Rhyme attended the Baptist
.081-- 3
.07
tered along down the line.
school,
where she will
piano.
.
papkage,
.12
Raisins,
.11
,
Association at Des Moines, N.M.
.15
it is a line place tor some All the class was present and
do.
bulk,
.10
.14
Last week as delegates from the
.15
competent girl.
.17
'
enjoyed
the fine time always
E. M. Goes, of Mosquero, who
Apricots' dried,
.20
Roy Church.
.18
.22
.25
people
yonng
at
the
assured
the
has
been at the Plumiee Hospital
Peaches,
do.
.12
.16 .."
They had a fine trip and a
Leach and Aliss
Grandma
.15
.22
rvi nHn.,1,.
10
Búngalo, and bade farewell to
l
10
uijiuvjiijjiinuJ aoie
to ie up
do.
.12
.07
Prunes,
good time.
.12
Lousie Kennedy went to Douglass
.20
'
their little friend of the summer
part of the time.
.12"
Tomatoes, 2
.18
.15
Wyomingdast week where Miss
.25
t
Corn, standard, 2s .11
.14.
.15
Louise will "attend school this
.17
'
.Among the good things that
Miss Regina Pint was brought
.13
do.
.10
Peas,
MissTillie Branch left Tuesday
..12
20
winter and Mrs. Leach will spend
came our way this week was a to the Plumlee Hospital WednesSalmon, tall pink' .18
.20
.22
.25
the winter with her daughter to attend the State Teachers
sample of fine peaches from day morning seriously ill.
'
Her
baby,
.05
.06
Milk,
Meet
Albuquerque,
week
.07
this
at
Miss
Margret
there.
.08
lives
who
the G. R. Abernathy orchard condition still remains
serious.
family,
Milk,
.10
to
goes
Chillilie
she
From
there
ill
.12
to
Tucumcari
Kennedy went
.13
north of town. They are the Her father T, R. Pint, is re
.11
Mdk, tall,
milles from Albuquerque
.12!
.15
.17
where she will live with her
finest we have seen in spite of ported better and on the way to
.40
.30
Butter,
..30
.40'
aunt Mra. Frieda Jones and at- where she will teach schol this
having grown under the most recovery from his serious ataCk
.40
Etfgs,
winter. Her many mends here
.40
tend school this winter.
sever drough conditions ever of Typhoid, but Lawrence, his
wish,
large
2.85
2.30
Lard,,
chosen
her success in her
.2.75
8.25
Their mother, Mrs. Henry Farr
known on the mesa.
son, i s seriously ill with the same
2.60
Compound, large 2.30
?.75
3.00
is keeping busy on the farm to profession and trust she will" win
The thoughtfulncss
which
disease.
Neighbors are hebinir
Break fast bacon, .40 ,,.47
,5fi
',50
forget it is lonsorae without renown" for herself and reflect!
prempted the gift is even morel care for them and doing all that
;
them.
,; credit on Roy and her schools.
apprecaitéd than the fruit
can be done to help them along.
The Roy. Public School will
open for fall and winter term
Monday September, 2d, Altho
that is Lador Day and a Legal
Holiday it Í3 desirable that the
School open. on that date and
pupils will be kept only long
enough to be assigned to their
proper grades and instructed in

ine editor ana wite were
treated to a ride out to the Fred
Fluhmann home, 17 miles north
east of Roy and a splendid farm
dinner such as their garden and
poultry yard affords. Fred took
us out and brought us home
again in his car and snowed us
some of the things of interest the
"Company composed of Mr. and
Mrs. Fluhmann and- their sons
and daughters have to show, for
their summer's work.
The biggest thing they have is
600 acres of beans just getting
ready to pull, 400 acres of which
will easily yield 5001bs to the
acre, and the rest are not bad at
all. This crop alone is good for
$15,000. to $20,000, in cold cash
this'fall. They were planted from
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN

THE JOY OF

The American schooner Sylvania
was sunk by an armed trawler
íf
;
Banquereau fishing banks.
The British steamship Diomed, a
LATE LIVE
new vessel, was sunk by a submarine
I
about 350 miles off Sandy Hook.
Came to this Woman after
The municipal authorities of .Buenos Taking Lydia E. Pinkham'a
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE Aires have taken over the supervision
Vegetable Compound to
of the sale of meat to the public.
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
Restore Her Health
Jonkheer Colyn, former minister of
HOME AND ABROAD.
acwar,
-will
premier,
become
Dutch
:
Ellensburg, Wash. "After I was
cording to an announcement made by
'
married 1 was not well for a long time
the Amsterdam Telegraf.
and a good deal of
FROM ALL SOURCES The Yorkshire coal strike came to
m.
the time was not
an end in London, it was announced,
able to go about.
,
Our greatest desire
when the employers granted the dewas to bave a child
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE' mands of the miners, who returned to
in our home andona
work.
day my husband
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
i-There Is promise of the best and
came back from
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
largest wheat crop In fifteen years in
town with a bottle
of Lydia E. Pink,
Great Britain, according to Sir
ham's Vegetable
WaiUrn Nrwpapar Union iwa Bnrvlcn,
Charles Fielding, director of the BritCompound
and
t
S
'
ish
department.
production
food
ABOUT THE WAR
wanted me to try it
Five Important towns in Germany
Japanese troops are advancing be
It brought relief
from, mv troubles.
yond Nlkolaievsk, the Tokio war of and five hostile aerodromes were
d
by British aerial I improved In health so I could do my
flee announced.
housework ; we now bave a little one, all
Wm.ni NrMWI Union
.
I
on
squadrons
night
the
of Aug.
The allied armies have taken more
of which I owe to Lydia E. Pinkham'a
isstatement
an
to
according
official
than 100,000 prisoners since July 18,
Mrs. O. 8.
Vegetable Compound."
says Marvel Hutln in the Echo de sued by the British air ministry.
1 Remarkable photograph showing the last plunge of a torpedoed steamship.
2 American troops nt the
Johnson, R. No. 8, EUensburg, Wash.
Virtually the entire fleet of the
Paris.
There are women everywhere who
dedication of the new Wilson bridge nt Lyons, France. 8 llulns of the beautiful Albert cathedral which the
British casualties reported In the Maritime Fish Corporation has been long for children in their homes yet are
Huns have been using as a alte for their guns.
week ending Aug. 21 totalled 8,411 destroyed by the trawler Triumph, denied this happiness on account of
functional disorder which in most
comparea
wnn an aggregate 01 s.bzu which was captured by a German sub- some
.
1110,1
r
..,,1
nt
nao.
ing out the numerous machine gun
cases would readily yield to Lydia E.
to
according
crew
and
armed,
marine
h
previous
week.
nests.
The prisoners were In good chlWit shipping during July BKereeated rePrtel
Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound.
OF
An attempted air raid on Paris report's of the corporation's office at
condition, but seemed very glud to be 813,011 gross tons, an Increase over
6uch women should Dot give up hope
until they have given this wonderful
captured.
the month of June but a big decrease Thursday morning was frustrated by Montreal.
Russian Red Guards, after the cap- medicine a trial, and for special advice
Next day Marshal Hatg delivered an- from the losses of July. 1017. There "enen pianes and antiaircraft bat
WAR other
write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Is nothing In the shipping situation to terleg. t was officially announced in ture of Simbirsk on the Volga, accordblow, this time Immediately
Lynn, Mass. The result of 0 year
Hamto
ing
dispatch
to
a
Moscow
the
ans'
south of the scene of Byng'i success, change the opinion that the submarine
experience is at your service.
In
hanged
publicly
burg
Nachrlchten,
between the Ancre and the Somme. campaign is a flat failure. Its out- - j Allied successes on the Marne, in
Czecho-SlovaAdvances of Allies Threaten the Satisfactory progress was made there breaks now are sporadic and more an- - Plcardy and in Flanders have resulted the market place 300
CbrYccrSkm
noylng than serious. Among the neu- - ,n a contraction of the western battle prisoners. The hangings, It is dealso.
Whole German Line From
clared, were a reprisal for "atrocities"
UCU'
On Thursday Ualg let loose a third tral nations that have suffered from t.uut UJ luvto tu.u
WKleYoaSeep
committed in the town during its ocYpres to Reims.
attack, In the Albert sector extending It Spain Is showing the most resent eral March announced,
The town of Albert, eighteen miles cupation by the Czechs.
south to Bray. The town of Albert ment, and Inst week It notified the
wiftCuticura
was taken and the British rushed for- Imperial German government that, northeast of Amiens on the Ancre x According to an official report of
drajfttta Sop X. Ointment XAflO, Tiloma K.
All
army,
operating
the
Sixth
French
gain
miles
has
.Spanish
by
for
recaptured
river,
tonnage
of
ward
several
been
having been reduced
the Brit
S.npte en hm at "Oattann, Dipt. S, SaitM."
FRENCH CAPTURE IASSIGNY despite desperate resistance by the to
the extreme limit, Spain will be ish, who also have obtained all their north of the Marne, an American dienemy.
obliged, in case of new sinkings, to objectives In the fighting Thursday vision, composed almost entirely of
WANTED
men, advanced eleven
Meanwhile the Germans were slowsubstitute therefor German vessels in between Braysur-Sommand Albert German-borFall ef Noyon Made Certain by Vic- ly getting out of the salient between terned in Spanish ports. At the same
Lassigny has been captured by the miles in seven days during the counTpres and La Bassee under steady time, the Spanish cabinet announced, French forces, whose lines reach the ter offensive, captured eight villages,
tories of Humbert and Mangln
not including Flsmes, and stormed Btprict Quick return. Special
pressure by the British. The fighting Spain will continue to observe neutral outskirts of
Halg'e Forcee Give Hune Sevsouth
three woods, one hill and one farm in cor bw patraaa. Sand your nxt thipm t
was
continuous
sharp
Ity.
here
the
strong
and
for
a
There
is
west
Noyon.
of
The
state
official
eral Hard BJows North
fighting. The' division The National Creamery Co.
Huns
did not wish to be hurried, but element In. Spain, and every hint of ment making this announcement also
of the Somme.
hours continwhen they moved too slowly they were a rupture of relations brings violent says that twenty villages have been once Jought, seventy-twDenver, Colo.
uously.
prodded with vicious attacks, as north protest from the
press liberated.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Lucille
of Bailleul and near Merville.
fishing
The
schooner
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
there.
Gen. von Boehm is organizing de
Blow after blow was delivered at
Lunenberg
of
was
Schnare
late
sunk
in
fensive
far
lines
the rear of the
e
the Germans Inst week along the
Yum Yum.
News from the Americans chiefly
Germany's latest peace offensive, present German positions in Plcardy, Wednesday by the trawler Triumph,
front between Solssons and Ypres, concerned those holding the center of
After watching some folks eating
which a German submarine crew has
according
to
received
Information
consisting
speeches
by
men,
leading
of
and with each blow their resistance
Vesle river line. These men made was opened by Doctor Solf, minister from the front. A total of more than converted into a raider. Both bombs the delightful fruit, one Is inclined ta
grew weaker and their definite retire the
no especial efforts to advance, but of colonies, who devoted himself main' fifty villages have been reoccupled by and gunfire were used. The crew ar- say with that distinguished statesman
ment In Plcardy more certain. At no successfully held on
to all their posi- ly to blaming England for "starting the French. Arrival of a Hungarian rived at Canso. Vessels known to whose name we forget, "Come on In
point did the allies gain any great tions, despite
great activity of the the war" and attacking the British in- division on the west front Is reported have been sunk by the converted the watermelon's fine."
the
expanse of.territory, but everywhere enemy
raider are the Una P. Saunders of
artillery. Their aviators did tention to retain the conquered Ger- in Paris.
Be bappy. Use Red Croas Bag Blue)
they struck they gained ground that much excellent
Lunenberg, the E. Pratt Andrew of much
week,
during
work
the
man
GerHe
colonies.
also
defended
On a front of about six miles, from
better than liquid blue. Delight
was of vital Importance to the defen-civ- e especially
Gloucester, Mass., and the Francis I. the laundress.
in the line of bombing. This man's course In the near East, as the southeast of Albert to the neigh
All grocers. Adv.
system of the Huns. When the seems
to be their particular serting that she was merely protect borhood of Grandlcourt, east of the O'Hara of Boston.
destined
week closed It appeared likely that
duty, and it will prove to be of utVERMIN ATTRACTED BY F0QD
Ing the frontier peoples of Russia un- Ancre river, the British have pushed SPORT
the enemy must withdraw from the most Importance. The arrival at
the til they are capable of determining forward and gained ground after
played
The
will
world's
be
series
Plcardy
entire
salient and that he front of American-mad- e
planea caused
their own national future.
The heavy fighting. The town of Achlet with the full permission of Secretary If No Scraps Are Around There Will
probably would be forced back to the great rejoicing
in the army.
s
Be Little Trouble With Ants or
he denounced as "land
le Grand was captured by the British, Of War Baker.
Chemln des Dames before long. Mar' '
In the Woevre the Americans, by less robber bands." The expressed de- and also Bihucourt,
'
Roaches.
Jess Wlllard, world's heavyweight
Just to the south
shal Foch was not only "picking the quick work with rifle
grenade, termination of the allied nations to east of Achlet le Grand, and about champion, accompanied by Mrs. Wllland
pockets" of the Hun, but be was turn
attempts to raid their defeat the Germans on the battlefield two and
The surest way to keep a house free
f
miles from the rail ard, arrived in Denver Friday for a
ing them Inside out. More than that, frustrated
trenches.
from ants Is to leave no food lying
gives Doctor Solf great pain and road Junction of Bapaume.
few days' visit.
'
tie was forcing the Germans to fight
arouses his bitter anger.
Sam Langford of Boston and Jim about on shelves or In open places,
where and when he chose Instead of
Victorious on a battle front of twen
All of the Japanese troops for the
-h- iawaiting their attacks In sectors of
miles extending from the Johnson of New York fought an eight-roun-d where they can reach It Ants go
Siberian expedition have been landed
Cojeul river on the north, across the
draw at the Lafayette Athletic where they find food, and If the food
their selection. Thus he made It alWith troops going across the Atlan
most Impossible for them to reorgan- at Vladivostok, and more of the Amer- tic at the rate of about 250,000 a Ancre and Somme rivers almost to Club in St. Louis. Both negro heavy- supplies of the household are kept In
metal containers or In Ice
ican contingent have arrived there.
ize their battered divisions and premonth, with the new druft law about Llhons, the Third and Fourth British weights fought wickedly, Johnson do
boxes, and if all foods that may hap
Despite
contrary,
rumors
to
the
these
ing
most
of
offensive
fighting.
pare for a counter-strok- e
the
Friday
armies
were vigorously follow
to be put on its passage, and with
that might
pen to be scattered by children-- or othtwo nntlons and China are operating
G. G. Chatt of Chicago made a new
be effective.
war Industries well organized and ing up' their successes, which appar
ers Is cleaned up promptly, the ant
In complete harmony and their
there
Hready to operate full blast, the Amer- ently had been one of the most disas world's record In the salmon fly event
The severest blow sustained by the forces are getting Into action at once ican government Is confronted! with a trous days ever experienced by the at the opening of the international nuisance will be slight Cake, bread,
sugar, meat, and like substances, are
s
to assist the
and to serious shortage of labor. A million Germans.
enemy during the week was the capThe enemy lost wide bait and fly casting tournament at Chi
especially attractive to the ants, and
cago.
ture of Lassigny, one of the key points nmtntuln control over the
ground,
a
towns,
155
made
stretches
cast
Chatt
of
numerous
feet,
of
needed
once
and
at
the
workers are
should be kept from them.
railway. The enemy, opposing
of his defensive line. The town, which
men
made prisoner and which beats by five feet the record
administration Intends that they shall thousands of
KoacRes will not frequent rooms
has long been but a mass of ruins, the Czechs in eastern Siberia, made be provided for the concerns that are large quantities of materials and guns. for water back cast made by C. E.
unless they find some valuable food
was taken by General Humbert's up of soviet troops and Teuton war" making war materials, no matter what He also again had heavy casualties.
Llngenfelter last year.
material, and If such materials can
French army Wednesday. In the same prisoners, has a strength of 40,000 happens to private business. Nones- WESTERN
GENERAL
be kept from living rooms and oíffee
attack
was entered, men with 70 big guns and 200 machine
to
on
will
sential
be
Industries
called
Buffalo, N. Y., voters voted down or scrupulous care exercised to see
C. E. Adams of Omaha was elected
In
also, the give up many
Orval wood was taken with the guns.
of their men; all Idlers commander-in-chle- t
of
fare by an overwhelming that no such material Is placed in
the Grand the
grenade and bayonet and the plateau Czechs are fighting against heavy odds will be put to work, and women will Army
of the Republic for the coming majority.
drawers where it can leave nn attracand
Is
to
haste
needed
secure
Irkutsk
that dominated the valley of the
be used to release men for war work year at the Portland meeting.
Sinking of three American vessels tive odor or fragments of food, the
and western Siberia. In Russia the
Dlvette was occupied.
During the Czecho-Slovak-s
that women cannot do. The emergencaptured Shadrlnskl, cy Is one
The government has taken over and in foreign waters by German sub roach nuisance can be largely restrictsucceeding night Humbert's men drove
that must be met, and those will operate
nn
Important
railway
the Moffat road. Em marines was announced by the Navy ed to places where food necessarily
of
east
Junction
forward between the Matz and the
In authority propose to meet It In the
must be kept
ployés will be paid $180,000 back Department.
the Urol mountains and between same
Olse until they had reached the Allette.
spirit In which they have met wages
Kurgnn.
Ekaterinburg
62,000
and
once
at
Over
and
later.
picture
industry
motion
f
in
The
all
Humbert's troops occupied the height
the need for a huge army of fighters. $600,000
Danger.
No definite news came from Archwill be spent In repairs. Tho its branches has been recognized as
of Plemont on Thursday and then
"Tour majesty, the enemy is pursuangel
and
Murmnn
coast,
though
the
strike ended. Friday and train service an essential industry by the War Incaptured Thlescourt, thus completing
A general feeling of satisfaction was resumed Saturday.
ing our gallant forces relentlessly."
German dispatches asserted the allies
dustries Board.
the conquest of the hills comprising
pervaded the country when It was
"How close are they to our splendid
beyond
had
range
withdrawn
of
the
per
Between thirty and thirty-fivthe Thlescourt massif.
wages
in
Increase
coal
min
the
of
announced tha't the 100 I. W. W. lead sons were
killed and at least 125 were ers as a substitute for the payment of troops?"
This, In the opinion of competent ob- bolshevik! artillery.
"Very close, your majesty, very
Petrograd has been 'the scene of ers on trial lq Chicago for disloyalty Injured by the tornado which struck
servers, made certain the early fall
bonuses will not be approved by Fuel close. They are in actual contact
had been convicted. Next on the list Tyler, Minn.,
bloody
battles
between
with
Lettish
guards
and tore the town to Administrator Garfield.
of Noyon. To make assurance doubly
of alleged disloyalists to be given a pieces in a twinkling.
our rear guards, and within three
Twenty-sevesure, General Mangln with another and rioters who demanded food. Hun- dose
are five Socialists
of
Lieut. Blair Thaw of Pittsburg, a weeks of catching up to the place
bodies have been Identified.
French army was steadily forcing his dreds were killed and wounded, and Victor L. Justice
Berger, Adolph Germer. Ir
of the American
member
where the crowo-pclnc- e
finally
Is."
law
was
proclaimed.
martial
In
way up the left bank of the Olse, not
Resolutions calling upon all gold service,' was killed when his .aviation
win St. John Tucker, J. Louis Engdahl
airplane
only helping to surround Noyon but Moscow there Is a veritable reign of
producers
to
Western
the
states
in
and William F. Kruse. The charges
fell as a result of engine trouble.
endangering the German lines north of terror and several hundred of the 15,- - against
prepare a statement of their capacity
them
even
more
are
serious
000
officers
have
been
arrested
shot.
Explosion of a depth charge on
e
triangle
the Vesle. In this
than were those against the "Woft and plans, with a view to increasing board the U. S. S. Orizaba at sea on
the nuns were retiring rather rapidly
passed
by
execuwere
the
production,,'
Scarcity of rice caused serious riots biles."
and General Mangln took many thoutive committee of the American gold Aug. 17 killed Lieutenant Commander
William Price Williamson and three
In
Japan, the trouble spreading to
sands of prisoners. At some points,
conference at San. Francisco.
The house ways and means commit
enlisted men and wounded Commannotably
Vezaponln,
they many parts of the empire. ' The govhowever,
WASHINGTON
der R. D. White and eighteen men.
ernment took forceful action to stop tee nearly completed the draft of the
brought up
and
Almost unvarying success described
tacked
the disorders and also bought up all $8,000.000,000 revenue bill,, but had
heavily, with no result ex
The right of workers of ammuni
In Friday's dispatches telling of the
cept to increase their own losses. the rice In storage to be sold to the still to decide between two proposl great
i.3ítlá--Cft I
tion plants to organize in trade unions
fifty-mil- e
offensive
on
allied
the
k
Earlier In the week Mangln's troops people at reasonable prices. The out- Hons for the excess profits tax. Ac
groups,
to
or
collectively
bargain
and
front stretching from Solssons northhad won a brilliant victory In that breaks were, due to the taking over cording to Chairman Kltchln these ward to the environs of Arras raised through chosen representatives, is
neighborhood, In the Vessens volley, by the war department of large stores were, first: An 8 per cent deduction
hopes in military circles at Washing- recognized and affirmed In an award
In addition to the $3,000 Specific exovercoming very heavy gas attncks of of provisions for the Siberian expedimade public by the National War Laemption,,
85
a
with
per cent tax on ton for the most severe defeat yet ad- bor Board.
the Huns. Still nearer Solssons, on tion and to the hoarding of stocks and
to
Germans.
ministered
the
the extreme right of this battle front, Inflation of prices by the rice growers profits between 8 and 15 per cent; 50
The army, navy and Red Cross re
An earnest warning against "insidper cent, tax on profits between 15
the French took Laval and reached and speculators.
900,000,000 pounds of wool and
quire
peace
poisonous"
ious
Herman
and
20
per
and
'
cent, and 70 per cent tax
advantageous positions on the plateau
.
cjfic
on profits above 20 per cent, and, sec- propaganda and a . declaration that the country's production this year
The submarines operating off the Atnorth of the Alarte.
lantic coast have turned their atten ond,, the same exemption and deduc- peace must be dictated to and not ne- will be 280,000,000 pounds, consequentTear on
...
ly no wool will go Into clothing for
On Wednesday General Byng with a tion mainly to the fishing fleets on tion, with 0 per cent tax on profits gotiated with Germany to place her In
year,
civilians
said
again
can
Louis
never
.this
a
she
position where
British army- - hit the Huns with one the Grand banks and have destroyed between 8 and 20 per cent, and 70 per
United States wool administra20 per disturb the world's peace were made
of his sudden blows, attacking on a a number of trawlers. One of the lat- cent tax on profits exceeding
' in the Senate by' Senator . Lodge of tor, who arrived In San Francisco
' '
childhood and
e
.''..'
front north of the Ancre fac- ter was captured, ítted out with two cent."
from Oregon.
youth necessitates
The committee decided on a flat 10 Massachusetts.;
ing Bapaume and driving the enemy guns and a German crew and sent out
The United States will share with
back In disorder for several miles. as a raider. It sank several fishing per cent deduction as a minimum on
Eleven brigadier generals of the
areal buildingfood
Starting at dawn In a heavy fog, the vessels, but the navy put a large num- war profits. The proportion of excess army were nominated by President the allies their sacrifice of food, as
ber of swift craft on. Its trail and It profits and war profits taxes will re- Wilson for promotion to the grade of well as blood, In the cause of world
British took Von Below's troops comGrape-Nut- s
democracy, declared
C,
Herbert
pletely by surprise and before the day was predicted that Its career would main the same ? that is, 00 per cent of major general.
food
Hoover,
on
federal
administrator,
closed they had captured villages, guns be brief.
It is believed there are business will fall under the war profThose who eat in public places and
and prisoners in large numbers and three submarines in American waters, its tax. It decided on a flat 10 per want sugar for coffee must ask for It, bis arrival In New York, en route to
cent
minimum
rededuction
Steamships
have
had Inflicted heavy casualties. Close and a number of
for prewar according to an order issued by chief Washington, after a brief visit to England and France. ''"'
earnings in computing ttm wár profits
,
behind a sweeping barrage the tanks ported battles with them, .
of the sugar division of the Federal
A boast that the American cruiser
The navy department announced tax.,. ,J
and then the infantry rushed forward
Food Administration.
.
San Diego was torpedoed and not
A provision
affecting corporations
until they were almost within reach of that the American' steamer Montanan,
Completion of nineteen out of twen mined was made at Portland, Maine,
Bapaume. The Germans put up stout used as an army supply ship, was tor- with swollen profits directs that any
proposed plants for the produc- by the commander of the submarino
corporation
whose
foreign
capital
waters
pedoed
some
places,
especially
exceeds
and sunken
resistance at
gun carriages and recoil mech- which captured the steam trawler Triof
tion
'"There's a Reasorf
shall pay a tax of at least 10
Cou reel les, but the tanks rolled over with the probable loss of three memumph on the fishing banks, according
Meanwhile the bers of the civilian crew and two per cent of Its net Income as excess anisms was announced by the ord
them remorselessly.
nance bureau of the War Department to Captain Myhre of the Triumph.
profits.
members of the naval armed guard.
"whlppets" tore about the Held, clean
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

. BRAY CAPTURED

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico

PRE8S

RITISH

FORWARD

WMfarn Naaiitiinir lininti Nátwa Kurvip.
COMINO KVKÑTS.

MANY

TOWN8.

Its War FOE OUT OF MIRAMONT

TROOPS

IN

I .sfS.

VM

.

Great Column of Free
Spot In Paris Where
some Bastile Once

T- -l

AMERICAN

--

Borivfel

TO

Oct.
Annual meeting New Mexico
Public Health Anoclutlon at

Socorro county has filled
Savings Stamp quota, pledging more
than $290,000.
.
The Knlghtg of Pythlag Supreme
Lodge voted $5,000 to aid tubercular
Pytblans of New Mexico.
Cullle Llghtfoot of Fierro li named
as being killed in action in the casualty list Issued Aug. 19.
Congressman W. B. Walton is a candidate for United States senator to succeed Senator Albert B. Fall.
An Increase of 10 per cent per month
In their pay envelope bas been granted
to the firemen of Albuquecque.
Governor Llndsey has appointed
eleven more men on .the mounted police force to serve without pay.
An army canlonmcnt Is to be established at Fort Wingute, N. M., according to information received at Gallup.
John H. Woodle, charged with killWils Galreath,
ing tjis brotner-in-Iaw- ,
at Hollene, has been bound over to
the grand Jury.
Nearly three thousand dollars was
'
collected for July by the automobile
license department of the office of
the secretary of state.
Satisfactory progress In the work
of Boy3" and GUIs' Club work in Santa
Fé county is reported by Felipe L.
Quintana, emergency leader.
Juan Masías, one of the eight prisoners who escaped Jail at Albuquerque,
became tired of being a fugitive and
surrendered to the sheriff.
Community canning is planned for
the village of Pojuaque by County Club
Leader Quintana as part of the fruit
and sugar saving program of the Woman's Land Army.
Lea, the baby county of the state,,
surprised the officials of the State Tax
Commission when it showed up with
an increase in its tax rolls over last
year of nearly $700,000.
J. T. Brlttaln, accused of being short
in his accoun's as postmaster at
was Jailed at Las Cruces,
awaitine the action of the federal
grand Jury.
The government has called on New
Mexico vlrtualiy to double its quota of
unskilled laborers to be enrolled In the
army of workers needed to meet the
nation's labor shortage. The original
quota was 585 men; the new quota is
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SECTOR ADVANCE TO
ROAD.

Weatern Newiptper Union Newe Service.

With the British Army In France,
On some parts of the northern battle front the British havo
reached points a thousand yards from
the old Hlndenburg line, which seems
strongly held,

Aug. 26.

London. "New Zealanders, striking
In the direction of Bapaume, have captured Cojeul with irresistible dash,"
says an official statement Issued by
the war office Sunday. "Elsewhere
there were successful local actions,"

the statement adds.
Without pause tho British forces
battling against the Germans are
moving forward in the direction oi
Bapaume. The fighting has been extremely heavy, but there has been no
stopping Field Marshal Haig's men,
and the latest report from British
headquarters sayg that they are making progress along the entire front of
the British attack.
The Important towns of Bray, Thiep-va- l
and Grandcourt, together with several smaller places have been captured and more than 2,000 prisoners
have been taken.
Around Mlraumont, which lies a
little north of Grandcourt, the fighting has been of great intensity, and
this place apparently has fallen, as
Haig's report says that "the enemy
held out until outflanked by advancing columns."
British detachments have reached
which lies very
close to Bapaume, whose capture is
expected, but not without severe fight-
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a

Avesnes-Lez-Bapaum-

drnw-brldg-

ing.

Light sea forces had a slight eni
counter oft Dunkirk, France. Both the
British and German official Teports
state that losses were Inflicted by
their respective units, but deny suf
fering any losses.
In the fighting during the last three
days the British have captured 17,000
TALL slmft today marks the spot
prisoners.
1,140.
in France where liberty was born.
Thn riermans are unauestionably be
Tills Khnft marks the site of the
Announcement has been made of the coming disorganized and rattled. OfBastille,
that black medlevul prison
inclusion in the long list of sales to
prisoner
ficers who have been taken
demolished 129 years
was
which
be made this fall by the state land ofhave mentioned recent reverses and
ngn by revolutionists who, like the
fice of one scheduled for Clayton, especially the defeat which is now
at Lexington, caring
Americans
Union county, Nov. 8. At that time being suffered, and said that Germany
mnru fur lihertv tli ii n life, unor
eight tracts will be disposed of, com- was willing to give anything for
ganized and poorly armed, dared to challenge the
prising 22,923 acres.
peace.
tyranny of n king.
a
by
sought
Jlminpz
being
is
Jose
The stirring events which culminated In the
Satofficers for entering the home of
Washington. American troops
of France's fortress of feudalism were in
taking
"Mexican widow, imprisoning her and urday advanced their Unes slightly
early In July, 1789, and two great charmotion
Ameriroom
one
and
a young daughter in
east of Bazoches while other
in
the history of France and the United
acters
then outraging an older daughter. He can units - in the Vosges inflicted
In the French capital at that very
were
Stntes
later stole a horse and made his es- heavy losáess on the enemy in repuls- time. The Marquis do Lnfayette, after consulting
reports
in
cape.
ing a raid, Gen. Pershing
With Thomas Jefferson, the author of,the Declara24.
Santa Fé doctors have been ap- his communique dated Aug.
tion of Independence, presented to the national
pointed by District Judge Holloman to
assembly a bill of rights. Had the French acted
LAW.
DRAFT
examine Inio the sanity of A. B. Smith, HOUSE PASSES NEW
ten days sooner, as there were many Indications
alias Dxshley, convicted of participamight, a common birthday might now be
v
Washington. The new manpower that It by
tion in the killing of Sheriff Stephens
the sister nations.'
observed
to
draft
selective
the
extending
bills,
and
colonies
now
county
under
and
of Luna
The traditions of the American
all men between the ages oi is ana a, those of France differed so widely that to sense
ve.
years, "was passed by the House Satur-the true meaning of the Bastille it is necessary to
Farmerettes or maybe it would be
day with only minor changes in the trace the origin of that gloomy pile in the Faunearer the mark to call them orchardi
nf tlio War Denartment.
-i
the edifice was
lsts have been working In earnest In On the first roll call only two nega- bourg St. Antolne. For centuries kings.
Before
of
right
divine
of
quanthe
sign
the
the Silver City vicinity. Large
tive votes were cast by Representa- the storm of the French revolution broke there
plums
peaches,
apples,
pears,
of
tities
tive London of New York, the Socialfor bastille
and crab apples were saved on the ist, and Representative Gordon of were 00 such prisons In France,
merely a fortified building. As the years
Gila farms of the L. C. ranch by mem- Ohio, Democrat. The final vote was
went by so Infnmous became that one which stood
bers of the women's land army.
announced as 336 to 2.
on the banks of the Seine and was usually known
Union county, as a result of recent
unto Itself the
8ERVICE CAIAS as the Castle of Purls that it took
rains is assured of a bumper crop CROWDER ISSUES
title of "The Bastille."
.
generally. Corn, . oats, beans, cane Number Called from Colorado, New
Like the institution of monarchy, of which it.
develop-- "
and feedstuffs are in fine shape.
was
the
Wyoming.
structure
symbol,
the
and
Mexico
was the
El Porvenir hotel, a mountain hosDenver. Four separate draft calls, nu'iit of centuries. Thn original edifice consisted
telry and landmark, eighteen miles constituting the first of the Septem- of a pair of towers, and was a part of the stoneV
north of Las Vegas, is to be razed ber calls and requiring 186,773 men to barrier against the medieval Huns. Charles
thi3 fall and its place titken by thirty-fiv- e entrain for training camps between about 1309 commissioned Hugues Aubrlot, then
new cabins or cottages similar Aug. 30 and Sept. 6, were Issued by provost of Paris, to enlarge the old fortification.
In design to the fifteen now on the Provost Marshal General Crowder. Aubrlot, having In mind the extension of the
property. Each cabin will be finished The quotas for Colorado and surround- feudal power, made It both fortress apd Jail.
of
slabs.
on the outside with pine-barVarious additions were made by the kings
ing states follow:
impregnnble,
considered
was
It
Colofort
a
As
France.
For general military service:
Elbert W. Blancett, convicted slay-é- r
base were 40 feet
recently re- rado, 500 men to Camp Funston; Ari- ns the main walls at their
of Clyde Armour,
WO feet above
battlements,
the
beneath
New
and
Cal.;
thick,
Kearny,
zona, 300 to Camp
prieved for four weeks by Governor
struggled
into the cells
light
pavement,
the
Lindsey to give his attorneys time to Mexico, 400 men to Camp MacArtnur, the
windows piercing nine feet of
narrow
through
Camp
Lewis.
son
to
men
Court,
wvnmin
been
has
appeal to the Federal
i'nnnon were set in the deep em- ,au,in
vnr general military service (col ....in
baptized by Right Reverend Mopsig-no- r
.....,.,
were wortholes from which
...wi
i.
there
7
A. Fourchegu, vigar general or ored): Colorado, 43, and Arizona,
crossbowineu once sped the shafts of
and
5
Mexico,
archers
New
Lewis;
Camp
i
men, to
j
Santa Fé. ;
' The New Mexico State Bean Grow- men to Camp Travis. Colorado, 300 death.
To the peasantry and the common people the
For limited service:
ers' Association, in session at East men to Fort Riley; Arizona, 100, and BnRtillewas all that was formidable and forbidLas Vegas, elected the following offi- Kfiw Mexico. 100 men to Camp Bowie; ding. A grim and mysterious stronghold, It
earned year by year Its evil nf.me.
cers and directors: President, Walter Wyoming, 100 men to Fort Riley.
Martin,' Mouutainair; vice president,
Kings with "power of life and death over their
The flrBt uoioraao coiiuubbuused it us the instrument wltfi which to
subjects
C. H. Gaylord of French. The direcentrain
whites for general service will
M.
Optimo;
J.
Doolin,
W.
who opposed them. They spared neither
tors: F.
Sept. 1; the colored contingent of 43 punish all
high
the low, In the days of absolutism
nor
Moss, Des Moines;. A. C. Osborne,
tho
limited
the
while
will leave Sept
could commit prisoners to the BasClayton; A. Gonzales, Trujillo, and T.
monarch
Aug.
the
go
service contingent of 300 will
nny
Monaruy.
other process of law than a warof
Russell
' tille without
N.
'
80.
:
r,
rant which became known as a lettre de cachet.
Preparatory to distributing the monwas
88,671 Acres In Routt County.
Open
This document, bearing the royal seal,
ey set aside by the government for the
Washington. Under a presidential often in blank? Many lettres.de cachet were obused
purpose of financing seed purchase In proclamation,, 88,671 acres of land In
tained by unprincipled persons who either
the drouth areas, R. F. Hare, govern- northwestern Colorado are withdrawn them to punish their enemies or sold them to
ment field agent for New Mexico, has from the Routt national forest and those who hnd sinister ends In view. The monentry in
been instructed to compile and for- made subject to homestead
strous abuses which grew out of this practice
beward at once all available facts rela- advance of settlement. The lands
were u blot on European history.
entry
tive to wheat acreage, yield per acre, come subject to homestead
Courtiers, charlatans anil courtesans found a
settleliberty
to
and
17,
wheat
Oct.
winter
m.
in
a.
rainfall
and
9
after
production
wnv to sate their grudges. The life or the '
I counties in the atate where assistance ment or other disposition on and of 'no man in all the kingdom was secure. Even
after Oct. 24. About 60,034 acres are In the eighteenth century notable personages
may benecessary.
'
present
for coal classification but open to
Nearly 100 candidates were
might be thrown into prison because some relaof Louis
entry. Some of these
homestead
of
the
twenty-eightreunion
tives coveted their estates. la the reign
the
when
value for agriapparent
were Issued. His
of
clmchet
are
de
tracts
Fe.
opened
Santa
100
000
lettres
in
XV
Scottish Rito
'
I ' '
cultural nurooses.
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successor, Louis XVI, credited with being,. an amiable ruler, sent forth 14,500 on their missions of
oppression.
It might well have been written over the entrance of the Bastille, "He who enters here,
leaves hope behind." The place realized the darkest visions of Dante's Inferno. Separated from
the streets of the city by n moat 123 feet wide
and 23 feet deep, and accessible only by u
It was like an Isle of the Dead.
In Its noisome dungeons abominable cruelties
were visited upon unfortunate prisoners, wlro
were condemned to the rack and the boot and the
There
wheel, or chulned to pillars and flogged.
were circular cells with conical tops, In which the
Inmates could neither stund erect, nor sit, nor He.
The roll of the sufferers of the Bastille Is a long
one. Various degrees of punishment were meted
out to the prisoners, according to the whims of
the sovereign. Some of them, like the Man with
the Iron Mask, for a time a prisoner in the Bas- They
were treated with consideration.
tIHe,
had bounteous meals, and were assigned to rooms
in which there was a fnir amount of light, and
were even permitted to walk In the garden.
They had scant enjoyment, however, for they
never knew wheu they would be doomed to the
fute of their less favored fellows. Men lived 60
and even 00 years In the Bastille, until they lost
till connection with the world beyond the moot.
In that world toward the close of the eighteenth
century mighty changes came to pass. The line
of the Louis had so Impoverished the nation that
Wheu Louis
tho national credit was imperiled.
XVI came to the throne a debt of $800,000,000 had
been piled up, and It continued to pyramid. The
common people hnd been footing the bill, and now
came the proposal, strange In those days, that
the nobility and the clergy, the privileged cinsses,
should share the burden with the Third Estate.
It was a day of questioning and hearkening and
soul searching. The words o Voltulre, Rousseau
,
and Diderot were sinking deep Into the national
Hence assemblies to talk over
consciousness.
these proposuto.
In vain were the prisons filled with agitators
nnd the Voltnlres sent into exile. The storm was
gathering. If the monnrchy was to be sustained
in its cxtravagnnce nnd feudalism to be upheld
the mailed fist must do Its work. But there was
and a
more to deal with than murmuring ses-fWHidM of encyclopedists. The soldiers of France,
old regime,
who. were expected to uphold--th- e
showed7 that they were unwilling to kill their fathers and brothers like dogs.
' .'The people of, Paris ransacked their city until
' " they found "ftrnis or the material for making
pikes.' They' time had come when the rights of
men should prevail, and men who are starving
under tyranny are easily recruited. As the forces
of the new order grow they thought with one ac.
cord of the hated symbol of that galling oppres-suffering.
all
their
of
cause
wus
the
which
slon
The cry "To the Bastille 1" rose from a hundred

people of France, mny see more clearly than even
the able publicists of that period that the excesses of the French revolution grew out of desperation.
The Huns, as now, were spinning the webs of
Intrigue. The Teuton, then its now, living still
in the middle uges, domineering, mean and sordid,
was determined that Frunce should return to slavery. Louis XVI, under the Influence of his beautiful wife, Marie Antoinette, was dominated by
Austria. His court was filled with Gemían spies
and Prussian emissaries.
When he found that he could not conquer his
people with French artillery he pretended to
to their demands and waited for the help of
the German war lords. Escaping from Purls, he
hnd got within a few miles of the border before
It was his Inhe was intercepted at Varennes.
tent to get Germany to send her anules to compel
his subjects to accept his feudal rule.
Nations become accustomed to changes of government slowly when they have been ground
down under the Iron heels of despotism. Reckless
and blind as was their king, the people of Frunce
felt that in some way lie wus their father and
portector and that It would he a calamity if he
should turn his face from them. In the months
which followed when these children of the' now
order, knowing far ;ss how to govern themselves
than Louis and Marie Antoinette knew how to
rule wisely over them, found their country Invaded by Austrian and Prussians they gave way to
their ruge.
They hnd been willing to retain even so poor a
king as a constitutional ruler, and he had already
put upon his heud the red cap. Had he been firm
enough of purpose to resist the intrigues of the
central powers he might still have saved his face
and his head.
Those were the days when Teuton tyranny was
everywhere spreading Its nets and snures. George
I of England was elector of Hanover, speaking
German on the British throne nnd knowing no
English, addressing his ministers in dubious
Lntln. George II eould talk lamely In the tongue
of the people whom he professed to govern.'
George III was more German If possible thun his
They had realized that Great Britpredecessors.
ain had a constitutional govonment and Ion affairs largely to the ministers. He, an exemplar
of a middle age outlook, took the advice of his
German mother, "George, be a king."
His obstinacy lost to Greut Britain her AmeriA German, he gave aid and comcan colonies.
fort to France In seeking to make her yield to
the demands of her Bourbon king. His kinsman,
the duke of Brunswick, leading Austria nnd Prussian armies. Invaded France and served notice
upon her National Guard that they were liable to
the death of traitors.
In their exasperation, the citizens of an Impoverished nation then guillotined the king who was
taking no steps to meet the foreign foe and was
waiting the oncome of the Hun to subject them
again to. Bourbon tyranny. Hence the Commune
and the Reign of Terror and those dark hours in
which a nation in the throes was endeavoring ro
adjust itself to, the problems which followed the
overthrow of the Bastille.
France came up out of much tribulation Into a
republican form of government.
Sliewns enjoying peace and plenty when the Hun again crossed
her borders to impose upon her a yoke which Is
the same as that for which stood the dnrk stronghold on the Seine long since destroyed.
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thousand throats.
Men and women armed with weapons as effective ás popguns would be against a dreadnaught
Bullets
moved against the ancient stronghold.
pattered and flattened against the massive walls.
The defense was only half henrted, and the ,
French guards on the bnttlements were soon waving flags of truce. A force greater than all the
munitions ever made was at work a public sentiment which had become a resistless torrent.
bethe governor of the Bastille, trembled
creakcame
the
Down
fore it and surrendered.
ing drawbridge nnd across It rushed the Infuriated citizenry. The. tide flowed In and out ojthe
cells.
dim corridors and searched out the narrow
' As soon as there was the semblance of govern- ment arrangements were made for removing the
Bustllle. The work took the contractor nearly a
vear, although he employed a large force. There
was a thriving business In its relics, for hundreds
of the blocks of stone were carved into models
of the prison and sold as mementoes. Locks, and
bolts were distributed all over the world as

'
souvenirs.
Although the demolition of the Bastille itself
proceeded, the thing for which It stood was not
'sa easily swept aside. Feudal Germany and
' Austria blocked the road to liberty. We of this
day, with the perspective of a century and more
of history and belonging to a nation which is even
now (n arms against the powers which sought to
foist the yoke of serfdom once more upon tho

--
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JAPANESE DIFFICULT TO LEARN.
To learn to read ordinary Japanese to say
nothing of the luxury of being able to appreciate
the nuances of style In Japanese composition Is
the laborious effort of long years for Japanese
themselves, writes "A Student of Japanese" In the
New East (Tokyo). A Japanese schoolboy has to
take lessons In penmanship for a matter of nine or
eleven years and even then he may find himself
hopelessly stumped by an oddity in an ordinary
post card.
Small wonder, then, that the attempts of Westerners to learn Japanese In their own lands have
been rather heartbreaking nnd profitless work on
the whole. Yet even so, some small mensure of
success has been attulned now and then. The
old Jesuits had Japanese to teach them In their
great seminary at Macao, as some of the Spanish'
orders hnd luter on at Manila In the seventeenth

,

century.
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IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Subxrtptin
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second-clas-
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C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,

Machine Shop
Blacksmith Shop
Garage
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Kix.i8TiRn Acucan

SPANISH-AMERICA-

matter at the

poatoiliee in Ruy, New Mexico.
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Tom.

Church Directory

J. Taylor, Abstractor

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

F, É. IVEY Supt

Titles to Lands In the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
IZJtH ""--- to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

V. P. S. C.

.

Miss.ullian Grinkr, Sec'y.

IN THE UNITED
AMERICA, AS A
We also carry a
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE,
PEOFOR
THE
PEOPLE,
BY THE
PLE, WHOSE JUST POWERS ARE
DERIVED FROM THE CONSENT
OF THE GOVERNED: A DEMOCRACY IN A REPUBLIC. A SOVEREIGN NATION OF SOVEREIGN
UNION
A PERFECT
STATES
ONE AND INSEPARABLE, ESTABLISHED UPON THE PRINCIPLES
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUSTICE AND HUMANITY.
I THKRKFORK BELIEVE IT
IS MY DUTY TO MY COUNTRY
TO LOVE IT; TO SUPPORT ITS
TO OBEY ITS
CONSTITUTION"
LAWS: TO RESPECT ITS FLAG,
AND TO DEFEND IT AGAINST
ALL ENEMIES- square, has no town of over 2,000
and is an agricultural district.

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

IBELIEVi:

ROY,

Compared
with this Mora
In snite of all the sophistries
peddled by the political press on county has four and a half times
account of Henry Ford.s candida the area and has three banks.
cv for senator, it is not proven to
the common people that a man
who has outclassed all other men
has been
in his lino of business, could be "Big BULL"
used but little, one of the
a success in Congress.

Tractor for Sale
8-1- 6,

best makes for either belt or
Traction work,
also a good 3 or 4 Disc Plow
Terms to suit Purchaser.

better argument would be,
that Ford might set up a higher
standard of statesmanship, just
as he has in business management and it will take another
generation of civilization to get
statesman,
the average
educated up to him. That is the
real reason they dont want him.
A

GEO. N. AMES,
2 miles East of Roy.

NEW MEX.

(incoktouate

:

Regalar Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday
Church

ichanics

LINE STA.

D)

ROY,

at Roy Christian
11am and 7:30 p m

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
II a m and 7:30 p m

Proprietor

"

Pastor

S. W. MARBLE,

NewMex.

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
1st and 3d Sundays
11 A. M.
Mosquero,

at

7.30 P. M

at Bradley,

3

P.M.

right-of-wa- y

R. L.

I

first-clas-

."

The Plumlee Hospital
NEW MEX.

Cares for both Medical and
Surgical Cases.
Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped,

at Liberty,

11 A.M,
Solano, 3, P. M.
MATTHEW. Pastor,

2nd & 4th Sundays

BAPTIST

Carl and Ed Guthman

were

taking their vacation from their
positions at Dawson, and spenl-in- g
it with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. II. Guthman out at the
farm. They are live members
and useful citizens of the
coal camp where they have
good positions for years.
Carl has a fine new motor-cycl- e
with side-ca- r
24 11. P. and
be able to indulge his mania
speed to the limit.

.$45.000.00

big
held

Help Kill the

First Sunday in each moutn.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
'
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
CHRISTIAN

Kaiser

ROY

Serv'ces 2cE Sunday of each
month
at 11 a. m.. 8,00 PM.
We will give one Thrift Stamp
Sunday
4th
of each month 'at
for $10. in casn Receipts bearing
11.00 a. m.. and 8)0 p. m.
the Following--- Communion service at the morn--inservice.
"Save This Receipt"
PLEASANTx VIEW
We will give one Thrift Stamp
in exchange for $10. in Receipts,
First Sunday each Month at 3,

'

g

will

for

p.m.

Roy Garage,

BONDS

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. rn. 8PM..
O. W.

JOE BECK, Mgr.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

6-di-

work-horse-

An Iowa Exchange brought
forcibly to our notice this week
between that
one difference
country and this. A statement
signed by all the banks in the
county shows that there are 31
banks in Keokuk County, Iowa,
and the county is exactly 25 miles

M

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD &Co.

A number of persons living
along the Railroad are receiving
checks from the county for small
amounts which claim to be in
payment for
across
their land for the highway along
the track. Many of them, in fact
almost al! are refusing 'to cash
the checks. As a rule they do
not amount to as much as a dollar
an acre for the land destroyed
and nothing for damages.
Indications are that th3 entire
ly useless and uncalled-fo- r
road
will not be established without
the decision of the highest court
of appeal being invoked. To pay
a decent amount for the damage
it will do the farms and the land
it wastes would make it an ex-- ,
travagance to the county and to
condemn it and not pay decently
for the damage isnt done in
civilized countries any more.

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

At Reasonable Rates.

Tractor For Sale

ROY,

Methodist Episcopal Church

Cars Housed and Cared for

Repair Work

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

and LIVERY

Santiago Lopez a brother of
Joe Lopez 'of Burro Canyon,
went to Raton Monday to entrain
for the training camp.
There is but one government
agency, one national instrument
Eddie Cable 3 called to the
through and by which the United
Colors and responded Tuesday,
State can wage war for the next going to Wagon Mound to
entrain
two and a half years, and that is
the ""Administration which was
Walter Ross came as far as
placed in power at the last naRoy Saturday enroute ' to the
tional election.
International 12-2- 5 Tractor Mason Chase ranch after a ford-loa- d
Any weaKenmgoiuieinnuence.vvth
of apples. He learned here
Emerson
Plow.
í
á j
iL- i!
of
the flood on the Chico and
anu prestige oi uie Aiuiiimsiia-tios
This outfit is in
politidecided to wait till the roads
is a weakening of the
new, Price, $1250.
cal power and influence of this
were better before trying the
worth double that amount, will '
trip. Apples are reported plenti
nation with other nation3-- a weak
s
or ful. fine
trade for large
ening of our war power.
quality and very cheap
years
on
a
sell
will
or
it
cattle:
at all the orchards this fall and
Our soldiers will fightas brave,
time, purchaser to secure with
many people will drive up to
ly and efficiently, our sailors
estate.
real
them and bring home a winters
brave the dangers of the sub- Co.
Floersheim
Mercantile
same
supply.
seas
the
with
manned
courage and success. But the
Clayton Woodrum, of Castle,
political and moral strength of
Three Dozen
is visiting his friend Will FOR SALE:
Okla,
government,
its
the nation's
Wyandotte
White
Hens.
power to bring peace won by our Fullbright here this week. Mr.
officer
the
at
Enqiñé
fighting men, will be weakened Woodrum has been in a Sanitaby the defeat of the party of the rium in Colorado for some time
Margaret Bursick h&s gone to
and is visiting here on his way
Administration.
to work.
Raton
home.
As Roosevelt said in 1898,

other nations will look at our
votes this year from only one
viewpoint. They will draw no
fine distinctions. To Europe the
election of a Republican Congress
this year would mean a divided
nation, a refusal to endorse andj
stand by the principles of our
nation and the aims and purpose
of our country.
The United States, by virtue
d" its manifested greatness and
power, occupies the commanding
nlace in the world today. Never
before was it so respected and
admired for its povver.and might
and never before has it so com- mar.ded the confidence and hope
of the world by reason of its
stancl for freedom and justice
and right.

Rev. Fr.

oyGarage

Free Air.

Variety Machine Works,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.

'

Masses: 8 and 10a m.
Service. at 7 30 p.m.

the tnavnnsAL car

Complete Line of

Oils and Auto Accessories,

Gasoline Stand,

Meets at the' Christian Church,
Rov, N. M every Sunday even-

,

Specialty

9

The American's Creed

''

.

We do all kinds of Machine Work
Auto Repairing, Blacksmithing,
Woodwork, Lathe Work.
Horseshoeing is our

cause of America for the
period of the war

E.

Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPART MENTJJ

This mner has enlisted
tvith the government in the

Your

at Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Al Matter! entrusted to im dispatched with Promptness and Aeouruy
Your Uuslaeiw Kespeclfully Solicited

i

6 Per Cent Water Works Bonds
Sealed bids will be received by the
undersigned until 2 o'clock, p. m.

September 11, 1918,
For the purchase of $45,000 water
works bonds of the Village of Roy,
Mora county,"New Mexico, bearing interest not- exceeding G per cent per
said
annum, payable
bonds being of the denomination of
$1,000 each, dated, Nov. 1, 1918, due
Nov. 1, 1948, payable at the eption of
the Village at any time after twenty
years from date, said bonds shall not
be sold for less than par with accrued
interest and shall be sold to the highest and best bidder for sash.
semi-annuall- y,

Principal ar)d interest shall be payat a banking house in New York
City, or at the office of the Village
Treasurer in Roy, at the option of the
holders. Bids will be received for the
whole or any part of said bonds. Bidders must deposit with their bids cash
or a certified check for $1500 payable
to the undersigned, the balance to be
paid on the delivery of the bonds which
shall be during the month of Oct.
1918, and all bids shall be addressed
to the undersigned, treasurer of the
Village of Roy, Roy, New Mexico.
Except this issue of bonds, Roy has
no indebtedness, either bonded or otherwise.
able

O. W. HEARN,

Village Treasurer.

Hearn. Pastor..

LODGE DIRECTORY

F. D. Hickel returned from
Dawson Monday, where he has
had a good job for a long time,
I.
F.
he came to help his brother,
'
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Harve, get in the 200 acres of
Meets at its own Hall
wheat they will plant this fall.
Every Wednesday
do
couldn't?
found
it
he
Harve
Evening
right
so
the
all alone and do it
Visiting
always wel
Brothers
and
came
brother quit his job
come.
scarnot
to help him. They are
ed out by the failure of this year Mrlville Floersheuh, N.G..
wheat crop.
Wm,.G.. Johnson, Sec'y..

0.0.

.

El Dorado Hotel
Ui&áer new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Batihs,
Stéaai Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel,

one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeke- rs

Will find this the

rigU place.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd Friday.
Evening each month
L O. O; F.. Hall ,Miss Lillian Griner. N
Mrs.Grace V.. Og&en Secy..

l

Visiting, Sisters welcoro

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at

Lavrf

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Roy Telephone Co.

ROY

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?

'

Careful Attention and Good Nursing,
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.

Carus Plumlee,
Physician in Charge.
We also have Cottages with Sleeping Porches,
Separate from the Hospital, For Tubercular Patients.

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

Then you will have

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

PHONE at

E

PUBLIC

Springer

Solano, Mosquero,' Milla, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines
and intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
Rural-Communi-

ty

J.E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

eon-necte- d.

a,;

SALE.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats -

Col. F.O.WHITE

His address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office, Roy,
New Mexico.
Spanish-Amcrica-

REBEKAH RESOLUTIONS

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
On the death of Sister Grace W. Gibbs.. U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
N. M.,
Aug. 2, 1918
WHEREAS For the first time in
Notice is hereby given that
the history of our Lodge, death has
entered the Bacred sanctuary of our Daniel Laumbach, of
hall and laid his withering hand upon Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on .
one of the brightest and best of our July
14,
1915
mado Homestead
fraternal sisterhood, claiming from Entry No, 020473 for
SWJ-NE- J
our circle sister Grace W. Gibbs,
NEi-SW- l
and
Section S3,,
therefore be it
Sj-N-

Township 18 N Rango 25 E,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mck

August?,

4

Ej-So-

1

- PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
RESOLVED: That these Resoluof
minutes
in
the
be
recorded
tions
this lodge as a memorial to her, that i NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
a copy be supplied the bereaved family,
and, that the world at targe may know Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico
our regard for her. that they be pubAugust 19, 1918.
lished in the Spanish-AmericaNotice is hereby given that Harry E.
Signed,
Evans, of Roy, Mora County, New
- MRS. R.'A. PENDLETON, Mexico, who, on February, 8th, 1915,
made Homestead Entry No. 019341 for
MRS. GRACE V. OGDEN,
IRVIN OGDEN,
Se'i Nw'4, Sw',i Sw'4, EVa SwV4,
Committee. and SeV4, Section 35, Township 21N,
Range 2GE, N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make Final
RESOLUTIONS
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, before F.
WHEREAS: By the hand of death, II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
our brother. M. D. Gibbs, has been office in Roy, New Mexico, on the lGth
robbed of the wife of his youth, his day of October, 1918.
children of on indulgent mother and
Claimant names as witnesses:
the community of an honored and useJ. W. Scott, Neis L. Benson, C..E.
ful member of society, therfore be it
Kidd, Sam Ratcliff, all of Roy, Mora
RESOLVED: By the Homestead county, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Lodge No. 40, I. O. O. F., of Roy, N.
Register.
M., that tne entire memnersnip oi mis
lodge is in accord in offering to our
bereaved brother, hi3 children aniLall
.the sorrowing ones, our deepest sym- OCOOCXDOOOCXDCO
pathy. The untimely death of the wife,
mother, daughter and friend, at the
zenith of her usefulness and when lif
fof her had opened to the fullness oí
the possibilities of womanhood under
Mrs. Bessie Arnett, of Denver
our present enlightened conditions, is spent last week with
her mother
indeed an irrepairable loss, yet, He,
who gave her to you lias taken her Mrs. Waggonner.
away, for what purpose, it is not given
Many from here attended meet
us to know or to question whv; anj we
ask only that we may aid you in ing at Valley View Sunday.
taking up the burden of life and run
well your race during your alloted
Will Davenport drove to Sprin
span of years, commending you for
Friday.
ger
for the comfort we cannot offer to an
unswerving faith in the Supreme PowW. B. Mc Cullom, Clarence
er that guides and controls the desDyche and J. F. Everett motor'd
..
tinies of us all.
RESOLVED: That these resolutions to Mills Saturday.
be incorporated in the minutes of the
Henry Gibbon spent Sunday at
next regular meeting of this Lodge,
mother, Mrs. V. A, Gibbons'.
his
copy
bereaved
our
be furnished
that a
brother and family and that they be
as
published in the Spanish-America- n
The finest rain of the season
a memorial to her who has departed.
fell Friday night,
Respectfully submitted,
Everybody busy sowing wheaf.
EDGAR FLORSHEIM,
IRVIN OGDEN.
W. B. Mc Cullom and family
WM. G. JOHNSON,
Committee. are leaving N, M. for a trip to
Adopted unanimously by Homestead the mountains then they will go
Lodge, No. 46, I. O. 0. F., August 28,
to Texas. Miss Mc Elroy will go

-

with them to Texas and will
tend a business college.

WM. G. JOHNSON,

Secretary.
While little Helen was at Sundy
school they repeated the Twenty-thirPsalm and when she arrived home, her
mother asked her what she hud learned that day. Helen replied without hesitation : "The Lord Is my
chauffeur, I shall not walk."
d

1918

at-

4

Aug.

A

í Sis

, 1918.

V

j

.

OUR

tiuno Rigoni who gives Roy, New
Mexico,
as his Postnffioa address, did,
on July 1st, 1918. file in this office-hi"' Register.
duly corroborated application to con
test and secure tho cancellation of your
NOT1CE FOR PUBLICATION
nomestead entry,. Serial number
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land made April. 3d,. 190S,
for the
SWJ Sec. 10, Twp.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
2 IX. Rng,2GE.. NMPM. and, as ground
Aug. 7, 19b
Notice is hereby given that Asencion for his contc&t he alleges that the said
N. M. who, heirs af said Amos J. Cherry have n.t
Barrros. of, Mosquero,
on Mar25,1910macle H. E. No 021932 for resided on.aaid land nor cultivated
Sec. 23, Twp. 18N. Rng. 29E-N- . same, nor kept up fbo improvements
M. P. Meridian has filed notice of. thereon,, tlnce the deHth ol said entry
intention to make Final Commutation man, .in or about the year 1911; that
Proof, to establish claim to the land the names of the said heir", as neai ly
described, before F. II. Foster, U. S. aa the conteitHiit knews, arc
Mrs.
Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the Uva Taylor, Mrs.
Fannie Temple, Mrs,
8lh day of Oct. 1918.
Flora Baker,
Mr. Emma Gardner,
Claimant names as witnesses:
UiBiamln, John. Abner, Caoter, and
Patricio Zapata
William Cherry, all of Springfield, 111
Juan Grigo
Elmer T. Mc Daniel Cleve HamiL and Frederick Cherry,
of Edwards- contestant dees
All of Mosquero New Mexico ville, III ; thai this
not know the ages of said heirs, but
PAZ VALVERDE,

bam k

s

f

"

I

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
U. 3. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug. 14, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
Bowman, of Solano N.M. who on Nov.
18, 1914 made Homestead Entry No.
018797 for NEJ, Sec. 22 a.id NWJ.
Sec. 23, Twp, 1SN.
Rng. 27K NMPM. has filed notice of
three-yta- r
intention to make
proof
to establish claim to
described,
before
the land above
F.H.Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his
Office Roy, N. M. on Sept. 28, 1913
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. W. Rowman
J.W. Beckman
A C' Trujillo
John Hrrton
All of Mosquero, N Mex
TAZ VALVERDE,
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
August 2, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Anto;iio Torres, of Roy, New Mex ,
who on Aug.10,1914 made HE r.o.01815,'

Nl

Section 33 Twp 19 N. R 25 E. NMPM.
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, hi'toro
W. H. Willcox U.S Commissioner at
Riy New Mexico on October 4, 1!18.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Isidro Romero David Esquibe'
Encarnación Garcia
Silvestro Torre
New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE
Register

Vi,

,

TO THE MAN WHO IS WORKING FOR HIS MONEY:
HERE IS A PICTU RE FOR YOU.

i

EVERY OWNER OF EVERY STOR OR FACTORY, ALMOST
WITHOUT EXCEPTION, WAS. AN EMPLOYE IN IT ONCE.
IF YOU ARE EVER GOING TO BE. OR DO ANYTHING WORTH
WHILE, YOU MUST HAVE MONEY IN THE BANK. MANY A
CHANCE WILL PRESENT ITSELF, IF YOU HAVE MONEY,
YOU CAN TAKE IT.
MON&Y WILL COME HANDY SOMEDAY.
WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON 6 OR 12 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

EJ-N-

Register.

mm:
V

007,-13- ,

All of Roy,

.VI

PuKih'n

All of Mills, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,

1

J

land-abov-

-

for

i

8--

To M ra. Eva Taylor, . Mrs. Fannie
Temple, Mrs. Flora Bakor, Mrs. Emthree year proof
ma Gardner, Benjamin John,. Abner,
to establish claim to- the
Cait'jr and Williim Chorry,
Spring
described, before
field, 111. and Frederick. Cherry, EJ- at wardsville, III.
F. H. Foster, U S Commissioner
as heirs of Amos J.
Roy.. New Mexico
on Oct. 8, 1918
t.nerry, lute or lioy, isw Mexico an!
Springfield, Hi. deceased;
Claimant namc3 a3 witnesses:
Virgil Haltom
Contettee
Bruce Moyr
W. E. Cunningham
, T. M. Brown
You are hereby notified that Cris

n.

Independence

M

NOTICE OF CONTEST
Notice is hereby given that
Otis Arbogast, of Mills, Mora Co--, New
Mexico, who, on. March 22d: 1915, Department of the Interior, United
made Homestead Entry No. 019653, for
States Land Office, Clayton, N, M.
Nwl-NKi- ;
& NWJ-NW- J,
Contest No. 60.59.

N. M. P, Sec;
'
2d,
21
Tp
N. Rng 25E. NMrM.haa filed no
tice of intention to make
.. ,

RESOLVED: by Harmony Lodge Meridian has filled
No. 24, Daughters of Rebekah,
of notice of intention to make Final
Three
Roy, N. M., that while we bow in hum- Year, Proof,
to establish claim to the
ble submission to the will of ths su- land above described,
before F. 1L
preme Grand Master of the Universe, Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his ofin whose hands we are, and while tryfice in Roy, N. M., on Oct.
7, 19!
ing to say sincerely "Thy will be
done" yet we deeply grieve at this
Claimant names as witnesses: lien-P- .
parting from our sister. Her work
J.. Laumbach,
Alejandro Mestas
was not finished and we can but mourn Zacarías Eve!,
Estevan Cordova,
her untimely death. As Noble Grand
All of Roy New Mexico
of our lodge and in every nther capacity in which she served, she was
PAZ VALVERDE. Register.
ever faithful, efficient and nhove all
a willing and cheerful member of our
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
order, living its tenets and principles
in her daily life and always bringing
brightness and good cheer with her Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Offico at Clayton, New Mexico
presence.
August 2. 191
RESOLVED: That weas a lodge
Notice Ls hereby given that
extend to our brother, M. D. Gibbn,
James C. Lloyd, of Mo3quero, N.Mex.
the bereaved husband, and to their
"children, and the mother who has en- who on May. 22d 1915, mado II L' no
c
5, Twp 18N, ling 2SE
deared herself to us by her devotion 019Ü97 for
at the bedside and her heroic fortitude N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenin her bereavement our deepest sym- tion to make three year proof, to espathy in their loss and the loneliness tablish claim to the land above dewhich must be theirs in the days to scribed before W II Willcox, V. S.
come. We remind them that they have Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
been especially blessed in that they Oct. R 1918.
have been allowed for a tima. to enjoy
Claimant names as witnesses:
this richest blessing before she was William F. Hyatt, Lowell N DáWeese
taken from them, and commend them Fred S. Edmond, Thomas J. Longley,
for comfort we cannot give to Him in
All of Mosquero, New Mexico
whom we all put our trust.

1918.

Seed Wheat for sal- eApply, to
BROWN Roy N.

COMETO

OUR BANK,

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

has reason to believe and does believe
that they are all over 21 years of a
and that suü deceased entryman left
no widow surviving him.

Taking Out

Ink Stains.
NOTICE EOS. PUBLICATION.
may not be generally known that
You are, therefore, further notified It Is quite ensy to
o
tako out Ink stains
that the said allegations, will be taken with common soda. Damp the stain Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayiofl, New Mexico,
by this office as having been confess- with cold water
and then cover
ed by you, and your said entry will be it with poda. Leave It
July. 29, 1918
for about
cancelled thereunder without your fur- nn hour, till
Notice is hereby given that
the stuin completely disther right to be heard therein, either appears. It does, not leave a mark Elmer
T McDani d, of Mosquero, NM.
before this office or on appeal, if you after.
who on Oct. 31 1914 and June 1. 1915,
fail to file in this office within twenty
mado Homestead Entri'esNo-02001- 8
end
days after the FOURTH publication of
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
FOR
018713
for
anshown
notice,
below,
your
Sec, 11, and NJ,
as
this
,
swer, under oath, specifically meeting Department of the Interior U. S. Land NW1: Sec,H and
and NJ-SClayton, N. M., July 2.'!, 1918.
and responding to these allegations of
Sec. H and
Sec. 14,
Notice is hereby given that Moyses
contest, or if you fail within that time
Twp 18N Kange 29E,NMPMeridianhas
Bclasquea
M.
,
N.
,
Albert
of
to file in this office due proof that you
filed notice of intention to make Final
have served a copy of your answer who, on, Jane 9, 1913, made Homestead
Three year proof to establish claim
on the said contestant either in per entry No. 016118, for WJ-SSea. 18: to tho land above described,
before
son or by rcgintercd mail. If this
Sec. 19
F Hft'oster U S Commissioner at his
service is made by the delivery of a Twp, 20N. R. 2SE., N. M. P. M , has
office at Roy, N. M., on Sept.llth 1918
copy of your answer to the contestfiled notice of intention to maka final
Claimant names as witnesses:
ant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's three year proof to establish claim to Wm. H. Hamilton Cha'g S. Waldron
written acknowledgment of his re tho land abova dessribtd, before F. H. John U. Tibler
Hard H. Shrum
ceipt of the copy, showing the date of Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his of7
All of Meadero, New" Mexico,
Sept,.fith,
fice
M.,
on
1918.
Roy,
in
N.
of
it3 receipt, or the affidavit
the per.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
son by whom the delivery wa3 made
Claimant names as witnesses:
stating when and where the copy was Ignacio L Vigil
Francisco Velasquez
delivered; if made by registered mail, Felix Sandoval
Pacomio Velasquez
proof of such service must consist of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
all of Albert N M
the affidavit of the person by whom
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
the copy was mailed stating when and
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
the postofiiee to which it was mailed,
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
July 29, 1918
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION
letter.
Notice is hereby given that Jose E.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Anaya,
of Mosquero, N, Mex, who on
You should state in your answer the
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Feby. 1, 191í, made HE. No. 020671 for
name of the postofiiee to which you
July 24, 1H18.
NJ-Sdesire future notices to be sent to you.
Notice
is
hereby given that Ollie D. andSWl-SW- ,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Section 35,
Williams, of Solano Mora County, N. Township 18N.
Range 29E N.M.P,
Date of first publication, Aug. 17, 1018 M., who, on April 5, 1915. made Homehas
Meridian,
filed
notice of intention
- second
- 21 stead entry N 019754 for NWl.SecJO to make three year final proof to estabv
- third
- - - 41 Twp. 18 N., R. 27 E., N. M. P. Meri- lish claim to the land above described
- fourth
Sept 7 dian, has filed notice of intention to before W, H. Willcox, U.S. com, Roy
O
make fir.al three year proof, to estab- N M
on the loth day of Sept. 1918."
ESTRAY:- - One bay mare
lish claim to the land above described,
Claimant
names as witnesses:
years old, weight 600 lbs, 14 before F. H, Foster, U, S, CommisEufracio Baca
Camilo Chavez
hands, Branded BA on left hip. sioner, at his oflrcu Roy, N. M., on E B Gallegos,Jr. Alfonzo C. de Baca
Report to Bentura Sandoval, on Sept. 9, 1918.
All of Gallegos,
New Mexico

It

l,

SWi-NWJ-

SWJ-NW-

J

WJ-N-

1

NJ-NE- J;

Claimant names as witnesses:
A C Trujillo,
John Beckman
F M Hu?hes CWB Leatherman
all of Solano N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

STRAYEDr-Sorrelmare
brand Roy, N. M. '
ed L. M. left uhoulder and colt
branded MX left hip. $5.00 re
To Improve your Digestion
ward for their return
Dick Djetterich, Roy N. M.
"For years'my digestion was so
poor that I could only eat the lightest

1

SWi-NVV-

J:

J,

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

9-- 7

1

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION".

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Improved
for
Sale
1 heard
foods
I
tried
everything
that
Frank Kehnann, of Albert Hil'.
July 29 1918
to
of
get
relief,
but
not
untd
about
a
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Remembered us this week with Department
Notice is hereby given that
For ninety days I will offer my
year
n
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
I saw Chamberlain's
a sample of his "Ice Cream
320 acres
at Liberty Sam Tjler of Roy New Mexico
July 29 1918
Tablets advertised and got a .bottle of farm-o- f
Notice is hereby, given that
Melons" They look like a cante- them did I find the light treatment. School 13 miles northeast of Roy who on January 2d 1915 made Homestead Entry No 019114 for SE
Otto Lohstroh of Roy, Mora Co, N.M Since talcidg them my digestion is fine"
lope and taste like
h
for $4, 200. 00, cash.
and NEl- - Section 23 Township 18 N
who on November 28,1913 and Sept-- , Mrs. Blanche Bowers, Indiana, Fa.
ice cream. It is fino to be remem
This farm is well improved has Range 25 B N. M. P.
ember 27, 1915 made Homestead
bered thus.
good new house of 6 rooms, good Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Entrys No,016713 Addl No OÜ0934 forWi
The Best
well and windmill, barn, all fenc tomake three Year Proof, to establish
SWJ: SEJ SWJ. Lots 11,12, SWl-SE- J
Webb Kidd left Saturday for Section 6 and NE- - NWJ- - NWJ-Nand 160 acres under cultiva claim to the land above described, beed
A piece of fiann?l dampened
with
Wagon Mound to take the train Section 7 Township 20'N Range 2? E Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on tion, Rural Free Delivery, and fore F. H. Foster U S Commissioner
at Roy N. M. on Sept. 11 1918.
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice over the seat of pain is often more
for an army Training Camp.
telephone, 200 yards to School
of intention to make Final Three Year efTe:tual
Claimant names as witnesses:
back
a
a
lame
for
than
plas and church, Good, young orchard,
A Waldo Morris
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Flornce Wright
and do;s not cost anything like as
WANTFD: Man and wife to above described before Register and ter
Dean Tyler,
A J Smith,
of three acres with shade trees
much.
work by the month on a farm or Receiver,' U. S. Land Olilce, Clayton
Roy
Now
All
of
Meico
and windbreak. Good neighbor
N. M., on the 17th
Sept 1918
will rent any amount of land to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Apply
NOTICE

Farm

FOR REPUBLICATION

ago-whe-

sure-enoug-

.

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
In the District Court, County of
Mora, April Term, A. D.L1918.
Florsheim Mercantile Company
vs.
No. 2509
Mrs. G. W. Freeman.
You the said defendant, Mrs. G. W.
Freeman are hereby notified that a
suit on account has been commenced
against you in the District Court for
the County of Mora, State of New
Mexico, by said Florsheim Mercantile the right party on very favorCompany, asking judgment for "the able terms.
sum of One Hundred Sixty-On- e
and
Apply to CECIL FISHER,
Fifty
Bollars. You are
hereby further notified that the folAbbott, New Mexico.
lowing described property belonging
to you has been attached: One house,
Ben Hoskins and family have
barn and fence and all improvements
Dawson to uve this
on what is known as your homestead; gone to
that unless you enter or cause to be winter Ben has a job there and
entered your appearance in said suit
they will know of Roy thru the
on or before the ,10th day of October,
S-in future.
A. D. 1918r decree PRO CONFESSO
therein will be rendered against you,
For Postal Card Uers.
and said property sold to satisfy said
According to decisions of the
judgment.
deportment, anything written or
J. B. LUST,
printed on the address side of a govRoy, New Mexico,
ernment postal card, except the adAttorney for Plaintiff.
dress Itself, thnt Is, anything In the
- - . PEDRO A. ORTEG,
Clerk. Wture of a raessago on tha address
(SEAL)
'
side, renders the card unmalloble.
By THOS. G. KAIN,
.
Deputy.
!v

'

.

post-offic- e"

--

Plaster

EJ

rf

Claimant names as witnesses:
.
Cosme C Hernandez
Tho's McGrath Department of the Interior.
Joe Mastas of Mills New, Mexico
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
John MtCryetel
of Roy N. M.
July 29, 1918
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice is hereby given that .
8 31
William L. Johnson of Mills New Mex
Register.
ho,on Aug. 3 1915 made Homestead
Entry
for
A Billious Attack
NKJ SK1 and NEJ, Section 14,
Twp.21 N,
N. M. P.
Range 25 15.
When vou have a bilious a'. tack
M., has filed notice of intention to
your liver fails to perform it func- make three year
proof, to establish
tions. You become constipated. The claim to the land above described, befood you eat ferments in ytur s1m-ac- h fore
F.H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner
Instead of digesting. This 'nfiain- - at Roy, New Mexico, on Sept.'
es the stomach and cauv s nau a,
Claimant names as witnesses:
vomiting nd a terrible herdac e Take
A. P. Pul is
CB Coffman
three of Chamberlain's Tablets. Thf-Aren Meikle
Tom McGrath
will tone up your liver, cleai out your
tomach and you will soon be as well
7
All of Mills. New Mexico,
as ever. They only cost a quarter.
PAZ VALVERDE, Jtegistw.
.
8.

0--

hood.

to

L. A. CANON

Roy N.M.

,

8 31

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

:

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N.Mex.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

partner in the) chancy enterprise of
LATE
marrlace were not ber feelings and de
' sires entitled to equal consideration?
He had assumed the role of dictator.
And she bad revolted. That was all.
She was Justified.
QUOTATIONS
- Eventually she slept At ten o'clock,
heavy-eyesuffering .an intolerable
Western Newapaper Union News Service.
headache, she rose and dressed.
DENVER MARKET.
letter
lay
a thick
Beside her plate
She
handwriting.
In
Bill's
addressed
Cattle.
anSXBCS-a- n
SBCSSSS
"
steers, grassers, choice
drank her coffee and went back to the Fat
1S.00J 16.50
to prime
bedroom before she opened the en Fat steers, f raisers, food
BY BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
15.0
14.00
to
choice
By the postmark she saw
velope.
'
(Copyright: Little. Browa.A Co.)
Fat steers, grassers, fair
12.00013.50
that it had been mailed on a train.
In
11.00
10.00
Heifers, prime
"Dear Girl: I have caught my Cows,
.75
004
fat, good to choice..
If ever Cowa. fair to
876
so
speak,
doubt
but
to
1000
breath,
I
,.. CHAPTER XV Continued.
ventlonul scars of a
cursed silence and loneliness.
You
7.00Í 1.00
medium to fair
a more forlorn cuss listened to the Cows,
flght. For a moment Hazel found her- made this trouble here, not L I wont
( 004 i 7.00
liCowa. canners
wheels.
clicking
car
of
Interminable
7.00Í
Bulls
ne rolled away la his car. ond Unte self believing the Herald story a pure go back to Pine rlyer, or the Klappan.
10.00(1 11. OH
T
Veal calves
am tAmnta1 at. aach eintlnn tn turn
. ....
WHtchod lil in from the window, a trifle canard. But as he walked across the I won t, 1 tell yon !"
Fs.ders. -- nod . choice.... 11.0012 11 60
so
un
,
seems
10.00
1.00
jalr t0 ,00,1
back and try again. It
puzzled.
She rernlled Bill's remark room her searching gaze discovered
Bill stared at her moodily for a sec
60
1.10
real, this Darting In hot anger, so mis Htockers, good to choice
at luncheon. Ia the light of Brooks' that the knuckles of both his bands ond.
8.75
1.00
good..
..
to
Htockers.
fair
.
wueu
unnecessary,
eramy
7.7
7.25
uui
bt0ckers, medium to fair
rxplnnatlon, she could seo nothing were bruised and bloody, the skin bro"Just aa yon please," he said quietly.
to sum it up again, i see no use m
wrong. On the other hund, she knew ken. She picked up the paper.
He walked Into the spare bedroom.
!0oo(J Ug
another appeaL I could come back
BUI WagstalT was not prone to Jump
,...7...H.ool.7l
"Is this true?" she asked tremulous- nazel heard the door "Close gently be
yes. uniy me certain gnowieuso iu
Ht rush conclusions.
If he objected to ly, pointing to the offending headlines. hind him, heard the soft click of
L
spin
us
send
giving in like that would
"Substantially correct," he answered
017.50
certain manipulations of the Free Gold
mb
lock.
Then she slumped,
i75
12 00 S n.oo
ning once more in a vicious circle pre r';we,
Mining company, his objection was coolly.
gasping, in the
chair by
$15.00
vents me. I didn't believe it possible
"Bill, bow could you?" she cried. the window, and the hot tears came In
likely to be based on substantial
$11.71
aynru
i'u.
mat we COUia gel so iar
grounds. At any rate, she hoped noth- "It's simply disgraceful. Brawling tn a blinding flood.
could
HAY AND GHAIft MARKET.
that a succession of little things
public like any saloon loafer, and geting (Unagreeable would come of It
They exchanged only bare civilities
cut so weighty a figure in our lives.
So she put the whole matter out of ting In Jail and all. Haven't you any at the breakfast table, and Bill at once
r. O. B, Dearer, Carload Price.
And perhnps you are very sore and
her mind. She dressed, and went consideration for me any pride?"
went downtown. When he was gone,
Burlas" Trice.
resentful at me this morning for be- Colorado Upland,
"Yes," he said deliberately. "I have. Hazel fidgeted tneaslly about the
about her own affairs.
per ton. . $10.001117.00
per ton. 16.00 15.00
Nebraska
Upland,
so
precipitate.
ing
Dinner time was drawing close when Pride in my word ns a man. A sort rooms.
Prairie,
lliv. t'nlururin and 15.004
"I couldn't help it, Hazel. It seemed
she returned home. She sat down by of pride that won't allow any bunch
When six o'clock brought Bill home, while?"
Nebraska, per ton
17.00Í
"I am not by nature fitted to lead the only way. It seems so yet to me. Timothy, per tont
a window that overlooked the street of illy fingered crooks to make me a she was coldly disapproving
of him
..
per ton
i.uu
hermit existence," she returned m.
the
xuere was noming lour - A.
i tnnty m"A Aiiaua,
any
party
proto
dirty deal. I don't
tt watch for Bill, Six passed. The
isnniA.oo
and his affairs In their entirety, and at
H,h
In Granville everything to make me Gunnison Valley, Per"ton..i7!ool oo
r
chime struck on the mantel pose to get the worst of It In that way. no pains to hide her feelings. He fol sarcastically.
- tí t h.i urnolranol anrl Straw, per tun
And even while her lips were atter- - i
clock. Hazel grew impatient, petu- I won't allow myself to be tarred with lowed her into the living roogt when
bit
Ing
unworthy
little
various
these
temporized
with you it would oniy Oats, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying.. .$1 50
aggrieved.
would
stick."
Dinner
be their
lant,
the uncomfortable meal uncomfort2.80
Colorado
bulk, buying
"But they're not trying to give yon able by reason of the surcharged at ternesses she inwardly wondered at mean the deferring of Just what has Corn chop,oats,
served In twenty minutes. Still there
J 0
sack Billing
1
her own words. It was not what she happened. When you declared your Corn In sack, selling
was no sign of him. And for lack of theVorst of It" she burst out. Visions mosphere was at an end.
Gluten
I
feed, sacked, selling
self flatly and repeatedly It seemed tiran, Colo.,
"Let's get down to bed rock, Hazel,'
oilier occupation she went Into the ball of utter humiliation arose to confront
1.30
selling...
per
100
lbs.,
poor
am
a
argue
I
hopeless
further.
to
ii'irt got the evening paper, which the and madden her. "You've Insulted and he said gently. "Doesn't It seem rather
Flour.
Patent, Kt lba sacked
pleader, perhaps ; and I do not believe Hungarian
abused our best friends to say noth- foolish to let a bundle of outside
carrier had Just delivered.
subject to discount
In compulsion between us. Whatever Hungarian, 48 lbs., sacked, subject
troubles set up so much friction be
A Mnrtllng headline on the front ing of giving us all the benefit of newsx'5
to discount
you do you must do of your own vol
tween us two? I don't want to stir
pnge stiffeued her to scandalized atten- paper scnndal. We'll be notorious I"
"Best friends? God save the mark I" anything tip ; I don't want to quarrel.
tlon. without pressure from me. We
tion. Straight across the tops of two
"Our best But I cun't stand this coldness and re
couldn't be happy otherwise. If
columns it run, a facetious caption: he snorted contemptuously.
Dresaed Poultry.
compelled you to follow me against
friends, as you please to call them, are proach from you."
The following prices on live poultry
WILLIAM WAGSTAFF IB A BEAU
oAl
mis
drag
rotcrooks, thieves and liars. They're
are net F .O. B. Denver:
,
your desire we should
"I don't care to discuss It at all,'
Turkeys, fancy d. p
ten. They stink with their moral rot- she flared up. "I've heard nothing
ery In our train.
Under that the subhead:
Turkeys, old toms
5
tenness.
And they have the gall to else all day but this miserable mining
Turkeys, choice
0
"I couldn't even say good-by- .
T
Hens,
lb.
.
good-bygood
Mining
Man
call
It
Huky
business."
Tumbles Prices and
method of
business and
didn't even want it to be
10
!7
Ducks, young
Br.kera. Whips Four Mnn In Broad
my Geese
"Just because their business meth- settling a dispute. I'd rather not talk
to
could
stick
I
know
017
.5
didn't
if
direet Ottlre. Slugs Another on
16
II
ods don't agree with your peculiar about It"
determination to go unless I went as Housters
Chance. Ills Mighty Fists Bub-úideas Is no reason why you should call
Society's Finest. Finally
"But we must talk about it" he perI did. And my reason told me that if
Poultry.
Lands In Jail.
names," she flared. "Mr. Brooks called sisted patiently. "You can't get to the
there must be a break it would better Roosters, lb. Lire
I....10
Just after you left at noon. He told bottom of anything without more or
Turkeys.
10 lbs. or over.. ...25
now
come
after
than
0
The body of the article Ilazel read
20
&2S
Hens
me something about this, and assured less talk."
we
are
bickerings and bitterness. If
20
In what a sob sister, would describe
young
lJucksr
me that you would find yourself mis
20
"Talk to yourself, then," she retort
so diametrically opposed where we Ducklings, lb
us a state of mingled emotions.
'
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taken If you'd only take pains to think ed ungraciously. And with that she
thought we stood together we have Springs
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William Wagstaff Is a mining gentleman it over. I don't believe such men as ran out of the room.
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I Brooks. Also Allen T. Bray and Ed- you It was all on the square, did he? brought a cry
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of pain.
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would have said, not at all what she
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forenoon. A charge of disturbing the stormlly. "Not at this stage of the bo begging you like this
If I didn't ness there was iron. But deep in her knowledge, much of what should make
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what antagonisms ho aroused. And en the other fellow's side against yon,
the coals like a naughty child, and
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stated. It was vulgar. Brutal! The then asked to tell why I did It I'm not rise till the maid rapped, on her he was completely In the wrong, she right or wrong?
Pound
act of a cave man.
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Butcher
right and when I know I'm right I'll door with the eight o'clock salutation: reasserted.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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go the limit. I'm going to take the
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And Just at that moment the door kinks out of this Free Gold deal inside
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tire satisfaction. Moreover, he bore
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its passage to the ball. Then a ourly
eiDressman shouldered it into bis
wagon and drove away.
A few minutes after that Bill came
in and took a seat facing her.
"What are you going to do, Hazel V
he asked soberly.
"Nothing." she curtly replied.
"Are you going to sit down end fold
your hands and let our air castles come
tumbling about our ears, without ma
Ing the least effort to prevent?" he
continued gently. "Seems to me that's
not like you at all. I never thought
you were a quitter."
"I'm not a quitter," she flung back
resentfully.
"I refuse to be brow
beaten, that's alL There appears to
be only one choice to follow you like
a lamb. And I'm not lamblike. I'd
say that you are the quitter. lou
have stirred tip all this trouble here
between us. Now you're running away
from it That's how it looks to me,
Go en I I can get along.".
"I dare say you can," he comment
ed wearily. "Most of us can muddle
s.
along somehow, no matter what
But it seems a pity, little person. We had all the chance In the
world. You've developed an abnormal
otreak lately. If you'd Just break
away and come back with me. You
don't know what good medicine those
old woods are. Won't you try it a
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Labor Day
this day each year America honors labor, and it does so
special sincerity because America is a community of
There is no leisure clast worth speaking of in this
country, which is worth thinking of whenever we consider our
country s problems. For while workers will disagree on a good
many things, may find many interests clashing, may be often
struggling against each other in one way or another, there is
something that is deeper than all these differences, the common
tie of work, the fact that we arc all on the job, the big job
which we call America,

He Says, by P. J.
Gulre, Then Secretary United
Brotherhood of Carpenters.

First Suggested,

DAY

Mc-

Samuel Gompers, founder and president of the American Federation, of
Labor, rove out
publication
Interesting
some
histórico! matter
on the observance
of Labor day.
"Union htedly
the first suggestion of setting
apart a day in
each' year to be
i
as Tim- i
i ooservea
1
Mr.
said
day,"
J bor

v

for

since the first Labor Day was celebrated has
NEVER come home to us as it does today. If in time
peace we divide and disagree on many things, and
often forget that we are all laborers on the big job. today we
must remember that inspiring truth and draw closer in the love
of America and a new consciousness of what America means to
us and what we mean to one another the director of vast financial forces and the man at the lathe or the throttle, the captain
of industry, and the man or woman who sells its products across
the counter, the judge on the bench, the farmer at the plow, the
doctor in the sick room, the laborer on the railroad right of way,
the woman in the nursery, the kitchen, the school, the shop, or
the office.
Day this year ia a day to be long remembered, a
LABOR inspiration, a day of clasped hands and uplifted
hearts, a day of solemn union, of unwavering resolution,
of sacrifice, and yet of confident hope and inspiring purpose.
America is at war for a world which will be freer, safer, and hap- pier for all men.
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Gompers Tells of Growth of Labor
Day Celebration.
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Gompers,
conceived

"was

by the

late P. J.

Mo- -

Oulre, who was at that time secretary
of the United Brotherhood of Corpen-terThe suggestion occurred during
the period when the Knights of Labor
was In existence, P. J. McGulre being
a member of that organization.
"Writing for the American Federa
hours shortened. The wonder Is thnt tlonlst In 1002, P. J. McGulre had this
It took mankind so long to recognize to say:
the fact
'Pagan feasts and Christian obser- In the olden days, when one man
vanee
have come down to us through
made a pair of shoes, let us say, he
long ages. But it wasjreserved ror
the
could exercise his mind and piense
country, and for ttíe American
his taste in designing and creating this
people, to give birth to Labor day. In
them.
this they honor the tollers of the earth,
In these days, to stand all day turn- and pay homage to those who from
lng a piece of metal back and forth.
nnture Dave de,Tel and carved all
or tending a machine that cuts out the comfort and grandeur we behold.
leather heels, is to flatten the mind,
Small Group Responsible.
pervert the soul and darken the Ufe.
"
'More
th,an all, the thought, the
The more people you have working
conception, yes, the very inspiration of
long hours at these deadly employments the worst for the average con litis holiday came from men In the
acdition of the population, which Is the ranks of the working people, men
tive In uplifting their fellows and lead'
only national strength.
Everything that really counts comes ing them to better conditions. It came
city,
out of the masses, the common people, from a little group In New York
which had
union,
Labor
the
Central
general
run
of
mankind.
the
formed, and which In later
All the Inventions that amount to lust been
fears attained widespread influence.
anything come from that source.
" On May 8, 1882, the writer made
All the ideas that really help' come
proposition. Be urged the proprithe
from what the snobs call plebeian
one day In the year
sources. It's only ety of setting aside
to be designated as "Labor day," and
the average that
general holiday
counts, and there to be established as a
laboring
classes. Be advised
for
the
Isn't much chance
first be celebrated by a
for a high aver- the day should which would publicly
parade,
street
age In Intellide corps
gence when the ihow the strength and esprit
and labor organization
trade
the
it
long
toll
workers
Next the parade should be followed by
hours.
in some grove,
It seems very 1 picnic or a festival to be divided
strange to be ar-- the proceeds of the same plan.
jn this
filing these things ln America.
Observed as Festal Day.
Nearly 70 years have passed since
day.
was
further argued Labor day
Australia adopted the eight-hou- r
"It
April 21. 1856, was the day. In Aus mould be observed as one festal dny
tralia It is celebrated now as a kind In the year for public tribute to the
or f ourtn oí juiy a aay oi national gemns or tne American muusiry. iuwc
freedom and greatness.
were other worthy holidays represen
In the United States we are still totlve of the religious, civil and mm- tnlklnir about it more or less. "The tary fmlrlt. but none representative
glorious spirit of American progress" ot the industrial spirit, the great vital
enes rather lame when von think of force of every nation. Be suggested
the first Monday In September or every
that
year for such a holiday, as It would
most pleasant season oi
GOD'S GIFTS ARE FOR TOILER come at the
the, year, nearly midway between the
Fourth of July and Thanksgiving, and
Parable Shows That Only Those Will-ln- g would fill the wide gap in the chronto Bear Burdens May Enjoy
Many were
ology of legal holidays.
the Good Things.
the cogent reasons he advanced, and
at once the Idea was enthusiastically
Once upon a time there was a man embraced.
who sold, "I will work no more, and
First Parade and Festival.
God will take care of me." And so he
first Labor day parade and
The
gave away all he had and sat down to
the Central Lnbor union ol
of
him.
of
wait for God to take care
York city, Sentember 5, 1882, was
New
After awhile he became hungry and simply an Imposing success. From thai
nothing came his way. But In the disfixed institution In
doy on it became
tance he saw some horses laden with the United States, observed today in
packs which he knew contained food every city of tfie lund. The plan was
to eat. And so he grew so hungry that next Indorsed by the annual convenhe followed them.
tion of the American Federation of Ln-Up the hill he toiled, while still In bffr, nnd the general assembly of the
the distance were the
Knights of Labor; It spread rapidly
horses. They led him a fine march, from city to city and from town to
and he grew wctfker with the hunger. town. City councils and state legisla- At last he came near to where the tures took It up and made it a legal
horses had stopped earlier In the day, holiday, until flnolly. June 28; 1894, It
and there he found food that had been became a national holiday by act of
left over.
congress.
"This Is harder than work," he sold,
"The. Initial action taken setting
In the year on which to
"and now I realize that God will take anar't one-dacare of the' man who Is up and doing, review the activities and beneficial
but If you sit down and wait the horses Influence of organized labor occurred
will pass you by, carrying, Godl gifts Ht the afternoon meeting of the thrd
on their backs." St. Louis Globe-Dem-of the fourth annual session ot
ocrat
the federation, October 9, 1884, tne
convention being held In Schloesser's
creating
that such hall, Chicago. The resolution
s.
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CENTURIES AGO
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Mistake to Look on It as a
paratively Recent Innovation.

I

Com-

-

Tim
Was
Lengthened Working
Brought About as Result of
Change In the Methods of Production In the World.
,&

RUSSELL.
BEAR and read the outgivings of
. many
eminent minds about an
eight-hou- r
day, and they all aeem
to proceed upon the theory that
eight hours for a day's work Is a recent Invention, a leap In the dark, a
daring experiment, and nobody knows
what may come of It
As a matter of fact, It Is so old it
makes Bunker Bill monument look like
a thing of yesterday. It existed beday, the twelve-hofore the
day.
day or the fourteen-hou- r
Four hundred years ago among our
working day
forefathers an eight-hou- r
was the rule and standard.
If there bad been no change in the
way we produced things, eight hours
probably
would
be the standard
today, and anybody that wanted
Time's
to lengthen It
would be looked
Changes
upon as a dema
gogue and revolu
By CHARLES

EDWARD

ur

ten-ho-

Seen

tionist
It was only be

cause we had an
enormous Increase In the pressure for
production, particularly since the In

troduction of factories and steam,
that the working day was lengthened
until life came to mean for the workers nothing but toll and sleep.
In modern times the Increase of
machinery should have off
set all that. The average factory
hand or transportation worker now Is
200 or 300 times as efficient as the
average worker of 75 years ago, but
he Is no better off. The huge increase
In his output has not shortened his
hours.
This Is plainly wrong. It is rottenly
and Intolerably wrong. It Is dangerously wrong for the community. The
eight-hou- r
movement seeks to set It
labo-

r-saving

right

idea means someThe eight-hou- r
lot more
thing to the worker, but
to the rest of society.
See how this is. Up to 1874 women and children worked 16 hours a
day, or something like that In the
Welsh coal mines.
Women harnessed like cattle dragged from the mines great baskets
of. coal. There was a board In
the center of the runway with cleats
nailed upon it. Bent far over, their
heads almost to the ground, the women braced their feet against these
cleats and tugged at their loads.
Most of them were unsexed by their
toll. Nature mercifully made them In
capable of bearing children. The
rest; If they had
offspring, brought
forth Idiots.
The little children that worked
in the mines were
ro Injured or
that they
crew dp ellher
criminals or strange types of imbe-

Serve

like

Cattle

bru-tallie- d

.

ciles.
Society had to pay for all this, and
pay appalling costs. It Is paying for

them still.
--

-

-.

A

Yet when It was proposed to do no
more than to mitigate some of Its
worst features, mine owners violent'
ly protested and said they would be

ruined.
In this case of the Welsh coal mines
'
the government determined to risk
of
hours
the.
the ruin, and reduced
labor.
.After a time observers were astonished to see that social conditions improved, general Intelligence rose, good
order Increased, and the general welfare grew In proportion as the working

i .operly Indiy...
he Could, All Rigiit
trying
One of our neighbors
"The sounds uf battle are something
terrifying," roiired the lecturer. "Can some of the late dunce step whni bis
GIRLS! USE LEMONS
you Imagine the screaming of the two small sons (toilillcd out mi to I ho
In mock
shells, the roaring of the minimis, die llool to Join In the exercise.
FOR SUNBURN, TAN
yells of the men, the rattle of the rnger he commanded :
Ton
"Get out of my way, boys!
rifle and machine guns?"
Try HI Make this lemon lotion
"Ves, sir, I thluk I can." said the tnn't dance!"
to whiten your tanned or
Little Melvln was much Insulted, and
meek little limn In the front row, who
freckled akin.
thought the question was meant for alter a moment's reflection Indignanthim. "We got three singers, two trom- ly exclaimed:
"Imildy, 1 guess you fink us little
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons in- bone players, eight pianos, fourteen
Exchange.
to a bottle containing three ounces of lalkint machines, a violinist and a kids U Just bolichead !"
to
In
block,
trying
ull
our
cornctlst
you
well,
and
White,
shake
Orchard
-A Bright Pupil.
have a quarter pint of the best freckle, get buck In practice."
sunburn and tan lotion, and complex
Teacher Into what two great-tins-e- s
10
Is the human race divided?
" whltencr, at very, very small cost,
reported
Chlcagoans
Your grocer has the lemons apd any roses In one day recently.
Pupil Motorists and pedestrians.'
drug store or toilet counter will supply
three ounces of Orchard White far a
few cents. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, neck, nrms
A
and hands and see how quickly the
freckles, sunburn, wlndburn and tan
know the real human doctors right around in your neighborhood :
disappear and how clear, soft and
YOU
doctors made of flesh and blood just like you : the doctors with
white the skin becomes. Test It Is
and hearts : thoee men who are responding to your call in the
harmless. Adv.
dead of night as readily as in the broad daylight; they are ready
to tell you the Rood that Fletcher's Castoria has done, ia doing; end
will do, from their experience and their love for children. .
DAD
PUT IT SQUARELY UP TO
Fletcher's Castoria is nothing new. We are not asking yon to
try an experiment We just want to impress upon you the importance
Young Son of Famous Member of "Vlg
of buying Fletcher's.
liantes" Frankly Considered Hit
Your physician will tell yon this, as he knows there are a numFather a Slacker.
ber cf imitations on the market, and he ia particularly Interested in
the well are oI your baby.
Ellis Tarker Butler, the author, who
lives at Flushing, and Is devollng his
(energy, to aiding In the successful
Genuine Caatort always bear the signature of
prosecution of the war, does not bear
an enviable reputation for patriotism
Mr. Butler has
In his own household.
Influence on Temperament
Fewer German Socialists.
been writing for the Thrift and War
The membership of the socialist par
"You don't write any more delicate
stamps campaign.
ty In Saxony has decreased from 177,- - and soulful poetry."
Mr. Butler Is the father of twin 000 In 1914 to 23.000 paying members
"No," answered Mr. Penwlggle. "By
Several nights nt present, according to a recent Dres- the time a man has gotten a fountain
sons of tender age.
ago he returned home tired after a den dispatch to the Berliner Tuge-blat- pen
and a typewriter tuned tip for a
day's work for the Bed Cross and
The decrease was due to the dny's work he's In no mood for delitook his seat at the lfead of the table. number of socialists serving In the cate and soulful stuff."
After they had finished their dinner army and the split In the socialist parthe twins produced their Thrift stumps ty of Germany. Deputy Gradnnuer,
and started to count them.
speaking at the convention of Saxon
"Dad, look at all the stamps I have," socialists, sold that the circulation of
sold one of the youngsters. "I have socialist newspapers In Germnny had
200.
Look at brother's pile; he has Increased from 618,000 copies on April
mpre thon I."
3, 1917, to 792,000 on April 1. 1918.
Mr. Butler nodded approvingly to
Mrs. Butler and they both smiled.
United States In 1917 consumed
There was silence for n minute, then
cigarettes.
ex
up
and
looked
j one of the twins
claimed : "Dad, why don't you do some
thing patriotic?"
--

dog-blt-

Mossaso to Mothers

,

t.

Ten imilei for a nickel. Always buy Red
CroH Big Blue; have beautiful, clea.
white clothe. Adv.

New
Dawn of
Freedom

'

,

Than Your Face.
Is true In most cases. Then keep your
face fair and young with Cutlcura
Soap and touches of Cutlcura Oint
ment as needed. For free samples ad
dress, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston."
Sold by druggists and by mall. Soap
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
No Older

fes-tlv-

n

Joy for Archeologlsts.
I was at Ciirchemlsh on the day the
greatest Hlttlte nnd ever uneartneu
was revealed to the eye of man for
the first time In three thousand years.
When the enthusiastic laborers had
carefully uncovered the precious dole-rit- e
slab, and the overseer, bending
Silas
over It like some
Mnrner caressing his gold, had discovered that It bore the longest Hlttlte
Inscription ever found, ten shots from
a big Colt revolver, fired as a backsheesh to the stone, echoed and reechoed across the Euphrates, and
workmen and directors knew that a
big find had been mode.
Pandemonium was let loose. Labor- ers came running from all directions
to share In the Joy of discovery. I ol- B0 shared In thut Joy. I snnuteu con
gratulatlons to Khali, the giant pick
man
"Praise be to God!" I cried. He
grinned so I could see all his teeth,
and nnswered, "God's blessing return
to you !" Christian Herald.
near-sighte- d

!

food-lade-

v
y
HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
IF YOUR BACK ACHES
Do yon feel tired and "worn-out?- "
Are you nervous and Irritable? Don't
sleep well at night? Have a "dragged
out," nnresfed feeling when you get
np In the morning? Dlzzyspells? Billons? Bad taste In the mouth, backache, pain or soreness In the loins,
and abdomen? Severe distress when
urinating, bloody, cloudy urine or sediment? All these indicate gravel or
tone in the bladder, or that the poisonous microbes, which are always In
your system, hare attacked your kidneys.
You

should use GOLD MEDAL
Oil Capsules Immediately.
The oil soaks gently Into the walls
and lining of the kidneys, and the little poisonous animal germs, which are
causing the inflammation, are imme

naarlem
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to add

bilities? Must Americans be told
and so
that forces so
notent in the country and the world
are inseparably united with the fate
of the nation and the obligations of
ganiza ions
citizenship? The labor
thever lo'eS
to diret contact
with the government, and more than
ever in the past they are bound to
give full consideration to public
needs, public interests and public
authority.
.
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W. V. BENNETT
-

Room 4, Bee

BldgM

Omaha. Neb.

Canadian Government. Agent

You Bbatqd After Eating
Are
gassy, puffy feeling, and hurting near your
With
that

heart? For Quick ReliefTake ONE

UJ

wage-worker- s,

certain kind, but where capital makes
all of the rules and insists that this
is its right inasmuch as it owns the
capital,- - and labor is forced to accept
theso rules without tjuestion. tne
quality of the partnership established
is not calculated to give satisfactory
dividends to those who toil for wages
and who constitute by far the mapartnership
jority in this
Molders Journal.

m

fM

wftk

t

if FOR YOUR STOMACH'S SAKtO

Yon can fairly feel it work, 'it drives the GAS out of your
body and the Bloat goes with it

'"
Remores Qnickly Indigestion, Heartbara, Soar Stomach, etc
Get EATONIC from your Druggiit with th DOUBLE GUARANTEE

O

thé strength of its arm and the force
of its spirit to the defense of the bg
There Is no
Job, the job of America.
at this
element of the natlon's-streñgtmoment' more Inspiring thorn this rallying of union labor, Its leaders and Its
rank and file, to the nation's cause.
This Is the enlightened will of free
men, conscious of the big Job and ready
to defend it

.

y

or other lands at very low prices. Where you can buy good farm
land at $15 to $30 per acre that will raise 20 to 45 bushels of $2
wheat to the acre it's easy to become prosperous. Canadian farmers
also grow wonderful crops of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farm
lng ia fully as profitable an industry as grain raising. The excellent
grasses, full of nutrition, are the only food required either
for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools and churches;
markets convenient; climate excellent Write for literature
and particulars as to reduced railway rates to Supt of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to

We'll say this for money. It's the
only thing that will moke some fellows

Labor day Vas Introduced In the convention by A. C. Cameron, a delegate
from the Chicago Trndea and Labor
Assemhlv. and wos as follows :
'Resolved, That the first Monday
n geptemner 0f each year be set apart
,ttborers, natlonal hoHday, and
that we recommend Its observance by
Irrespective of sex,
all
calling, or nationality.
y?, j. Hammond, representing the
Typographical union,
international
from New Orleans. La., was president
oi th,8 ponvpnjion. The accredited
delegates to this convention numbered

Momentous Labor Day.
'
Labor day has a special meaning In only twenty-six- .
.
this country. It is especially a day i
celebrated by organized labor. Even
NE trouble of those who talk
In this aspect this Labor day bos a reshout the nartnershiD between
caDital and labor is their lack
newed significance, for In this hour or
of knowledge of how the partnership
the nation's grave decision trade unionwho control
ism throughout the land has pledged ia conducted by those
capital. It may be a partnership of a

m

m

awn

m mi

Adv.

You Can Get a Homestead of 160 Acres Free V:

lf

'

ss

that's what thousands of farmers
say. who have gone from the U. S. to
settle on homesteads or buy land in Western
Canada. Canada's invitation to every industrious worker to settle in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta is especially attractive. She wants
farmers to make money and happy, prosperous Homes for themselves
by helping her raise immense wheat crops to feed the world.

Three Million Spangles In Flag.
extraordinary beauty, com
posed entirely of spangles, wos recent'
ly displayed In a Chicago store win
The brilliant emblem, flashing
dow.
back the light from Innumerable points,
extended almost the full width of the
panel ot the back of the display orea
million of the tiny
Three and one-hametal disks, strung on threads, were
used In fashioning this flag. Popular
Mechanics

mm

in

A flog of

.

t

Don't Ignore the "little pains and
aches," especially backaches. They
may be little now but there Is no telling how soon a dangerous or fatal disease of which they are the forerunners may show Itself. Go after the
cause of that backache at once, or yon
may find yourself in the grip of an incurable disease.
Do not delay a minute. Go to yonr
druggist and Insist on his supplying
you with a box of GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem OH Capsules. In 24 hours
you will feel renewed health and vigor.
After you hove cured yourself, continue to take one or two Capsule
each day so as to keep in flrst-clocondition, and ward off the danger of
future attacks. Money refunded If
they do not help you. Ask for the
original Imported GOLD MEDAL
brand, and thus be sure of getting the

diately attacked and chased out of
your system without Inconvenience or
genuine.
pain.

y
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TSstrength
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One Talk, One Penny.
,.
Poor Comparison.A dolAB mikM ti
from mfifa u
Caroline was eating a green apple,
Donald had Just finished reciting
aULLKB
Fl HthTOK
and her mother said, "O, dearie, don't "Little Boy Blue" when his uncle sold, 600DBICH
pii
nun
íion io
umi .
76
tl
110
RUS
Ill.fD
Bl
a
you
sick
as.
you
eat that It will make
"Suy It over again and I will give
1
IB IB
id
IIltt
8.71
ii.W
7l
piVi
lb
dog 1" Caroline's reply was prompt and a penny."
1
11
ii.so
.m
mil
logical. "Our dog Is ;thé wellest one
Donald did as he was requested, and
13
Í2 R4
M M)
ftxl
!
97.86
Mli
of the family."
l0
lien he' had ended his uncle Again
ta
Bhlpprt O. O. D.
All H im
oalil. "Now soy Tom, the Piper's Son,'
rr.FARiNii unusH kcbbrr ro.
BIT 18U btroet
Denver, Colo.
When Your Eyes Need Cáre Donald." "
Quick os a flash Don asked, "You
Try Murine Eye Remedy
B.
Col em en
tioa '.WMblnaloo.
hasn't got another penny, has you,
a tut
8mrtlnf Jusl Bra Comfort. 0 cents
i. a Ad.loe aid book! tne.
twnlats or null. Wrltfl for Fres By, Book.
Üncle Blur
HUKJUiK Ktm REMEDY CO,CllICAUO
bteireuoubl. HlxhettrefweBoa. BettwrneM
(
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Ehxer Kenoyer and wife at
tended the Holiness meeting at

Mountain View

These are very Attractive
CASH PRICES

Valley View Sunday evening.
Rev. Dawn will preach
Mountain Vhw Sunday Sept.

at

Mr. $nd Mrs. Robertson

and

1.

L. V, I logan motored to Roy
Monday.

Quite a number from this part
attended he picnic at Taylors
Miss Mittie Brock of Abeline Orchard Saturday. Among them
Texas returned home Monday were Albert Pate and family.
after an extended visit with her F. A. Lowell and family, . S. H.
White Mr. and Mrs. Robertson
parents of this place.
and Ruth.
S. H. White and wife spent
Sunday at the Brockman home.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman McClure
of Eldon Mo. Jiave ' returned
Ruth Robertson and Clarence
home after a visit with relatives
Hicks spent Sunday with Miss
here.
Mittie Brock.

perial Germany shall speedily have her
alternate choice downfall.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Great
Seal of the State of New Mexico to
be affixed. Done at the City of Santa
Fe, this 19th day of August, A. D. 1913.

Ruth motored to Roy Monday.

W. E. LINDSEY.

(SEAL)
Attest:
ANTONIO LUCERO,
Secretary of State.

And should appeal to everybody who
Knows real value in Merchandise.
Griffon Tomato and Chili

4 Boxes" KS11 Matches
for 25c

SaUCe,

A very fine relish, Regular
price 2 for 25c. We will sell, while they
4 for 25c.
last, 2 for 15c.

A saving of 5c on this purchase.

i

,

V

Old Duch Cleanser

Public Sale

3 Cans for 25c.
A saving of

5c

Griffon Prepared Prunes

on th's purchase.

'

Already Cooked and Sweetened, 20oz.
This is cheaper than you
by
buy
Prunes
the pound today.
can
71b.-So. SAME IN GALLON CANS,
for $1.00

net, for 20cts.

Reg. 31b. Pyramid Soap

Having been entirely hailed out, we are obliged
to sell our entire stock of Cattle, Horses and Farm
Machinery, and I will offer at Public Auction at our
Place at the Kephart Postoffice, 22 miles
Northeast
of Mills. . 10 South of Gladstone,
Pasa-mont12 S-N. M.
on

Powder,
A

per pkg.

z.

20c

At 10.30 o'clock, A.M.

e,

"Sharp's" Patent oil and

80c per Gal'.

Gasoline Cans

40c per

reg. price $1.25 for OOcts.
$1.75 " $1.25

1-- 2

"Red Raven"Corn and
Cane Syrup, per. Gal. 90c
per. 2 45c

Standard Dried Peaches,
2 lb.-- f Or 25C. Regur Price, 17

ooverTime

l-- 2c

Floersheim Mercantile Go.

Consisting of 25 Cows and Calves, 50 head 2 and 3 d
Heifers, several good Milch Cows, some good yearling
Steers, Good Hereford Bull,
d
Durham Bull,
each 3 years old.

i!ll!lli!l!lllilílí!li!!ii;ií:illl!!!!ilillilll!lilillll!llllíill!llllllilll
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yr-ol-

Full-Bloo-

Personal Mention!
Éll!íll!íllliillll!illil!!llEI!lin
The Mountain Division of the
Red Cros3 is insistent in demand
ing that all delinquent pledges
given in the Second War Drive
be paid in to the. local collectors
so that it may be credited on the
records at Denver.
All persons who have not kept
up their payments "are required
to call ancl pay same to
J. Floersheim
Campaign Chairman.

Consisting of Work-StocMares and Colts and several
head of young Horses and Mules.

.

k,

Farm Machinery
New

Avery Tractor, with
Sanders
Plow,
12-2- 5

6-di- sc

Staud

Make-a-Tract-

for Ford car,

new
Harrow,
Walking Cultivator, Disc Cultivator
Cultivator,
Moline Gang Plow, new Newton
20-fo- ot

4 Riding Cultivators,

new two-roWagon.

w

35 HOGS,

Ihave received a .car load of
prepared

ice from Raton and am

to supplp my customers

and the

trade with the.best quality of
manufactured ice.

ice

Brood Sows and Shoats

FRANK SCHULTZ. Roy N. M.

TERMS
A (redit to Nov. 15, '18, will be given on all sums over $10.
Pu rchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, with-O- it
interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
interest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
5 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums un-d$10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed un l
ér

settled for

Harry, Grace and Jay
'

LAMMON,-

-

CoL F. O. WHITE, Mills, N. M , Auctioneer,

assisted by

Col. GEORGE GOODYEAR, Clayton,

Lunch served at noon.

D. W. West who lives out east
on the Union county line was in
Roy Monday for the. first time

j

.

''I an; a candidate for the Democratic nomination for United States
senator.
1-"As the war is the
question before the people of the
United States at the present time, be.
side which all questions of domestic
policy sink into insignificance, f wish
in announcing my candidacy, briefly
to state my position in regard to it.
"I stand for unflinching, uncompromising
.
Americanism. We can at thia
- i
time recognize as an American, only
By the Governor of the Stale of
the man who places the United States
New Mexico above everything else. I believe that
it is the duty of every American citi-- i
A PROCLAMATION
zen and of the United States as a naThe first Monday of September each tion to subordinate all else to the one
year is, by provision of state law, purpose of winning this war, in order
Labor Day and a holiday. The cus- that the principles of free government
tom of its observance as such, wher- may survive and the world be madeo
ever labor is aggregated, ha3 become a safe place for men.
an institution.
"During the time that I have served
The people of the State of New the people of New Mexico in Congress,
Mexico, even in the midst of their I have given ungrudging and wholehurry of war preparation and pros- hearted support to every measure adecution, can well afford to have and vocated by the national administraThe alternative, tion for the vigorous prosecution of
keep this holiday.
"Work or Fight" in usual course, is the war. If elected to the senate I
by the power of public opinion, rapidly shall continue this course shall condetermining the identity of patriot as sider that my highest duty is to do
what lies within me to help win the
well as traitor. It must be that fe
yet remaining among us who do not war and to assist in solving the great
labor; and the duty of returning problems of readjustment which must
thanks to the just God of all the world necessarily follow its conclusion.
for a continuance of our industrial
"My record of service to the Dempeace is upon us all Likewise the ocratic party, to the state of New
us
among
any
place
and
find
duty to
Mexico and to the nation is open for
who fail to work or fight.
inspection.
That record is the basis,
laThose who fight and those who
my
"for the nomination for
of
claim
bor, on behalf of our Nation,, and our senator.
world
War,
in
the
State and our Allies
have done well this year; and the 10 THE WOMEN
fruits thereof are revealed from day
OF NEW MEXICOto day in the defeats of the enemy on
Will .vou help our boy, in
by
the battlefields of France. Thus,
by helping on yuia- own'.'
the arbitrament of war, shall a victorThe fruit Growers' association at
ious peace be conquered, and tyranny Mountain Park have asked the Woand oppression banished without the man's Land Army of New Mexico for
confines of human governments.
250 women for the month of October
NOW THEREFORE, I, W. E. Lind-seto pick and pack the apple crop, estiGovernor of the State of New mated at 150
Mexico,- - in accordance with law, do
Last year 258,000 women in Enproclaim, Monday, September2nd, 1918 gland worked in the farms. There
LABOR-DAAND A HOLIDAY
are today 5000 women working in
"The Fathers"- - of the United States the barns' and fields of New York
declared that all men are created State alone.
Already in New Mexico there are,
equal. , Labor, doubtless, is the commonest as well as the most 'potent many patriotic squads of women savforce for maintaining that equality, ing crops.
Will You Join The Ranks?
since "Labor, wide as the earth, has its
For information apply to Miss
summit in heaven."
Let us then celebrate Labor Day ac- Annabel Leatherman at Roy Post
cording to custom, but take Occasion Office, Roy, New Mexico.
also on that day to glorify the "Fath- Shall the Women of New Mexico Lead
or Follow?
ers of America" who declared and dedegovernments
monstrated that "all
rive their just powers from the conFog Magnifies.
sent of the governed;" to glorify
you see a person In a fog lie seems
If
song
and
Freedoms'
verse
Freedoms'
to be much bigger than usual. The
and Freedoms - flag. The verse and same thing happens when you see men
song and flag of the United States of or cattle on the top of a hill against
America "The Land of the Free and the horizon In twilight. In both cases
the Home of the Brave." - Let us also, you Judge them to be farther away
on that day, resolve that the Hohen-zoller- n
thao they really are, and consequently
.dream of world conquest by they appear tmccmmonly large.
deceit
sword
and
the
power
of
the
the
of the lxr, shall fail; and that Im

100 Head Cattle

40 HORSES 40

.

ANNOUNCES
FOR SENATORSIIIPM., Aug. 28. To deN.
Silver City,
finitely set at rest all rumors to the
contrary, Congressman W. B. Walton
has formally announced hÍ3 candidacy
for the Democratic nomination this
year for United State3 senator to succeed Senator Albert B. Fall, Republican, whose term expires March 4.
1Ü19. In announcing his candidacy
Congrcsrma.i Walton says:

5 gal. , "

The Following Property

.

.

WALTON

"Orange-TopSorghum-Substitut-

l.

'

-

hi

:

saving of 5c on this purchase,

e,

Sat. Sept, 7 '18

V,-

.;

I will be absent from Roy, in
Missouri, about three weeks
after August 5th and while
absent I have made arrangements Judge Foster to look after
my Loan Business,
Make applications to him -- or
see him about any businéss connected with your loans.
J. E. Wildman
oan and Insurance Agency,

Cipriano Lujan and son were
in'from Sabinoso Saturday with
a load of fine fruit
from their
9
irrigated farm which found a
ready market. Mr. Lujan is suffering from rheumatism and can
hardly get about with it. He is
not too sick to be alive to the
political situation and on the job
as a staunch Democrat whom
persecution cant change.

--

-

-

y,

car-load- s.

Frank Roy has purchased the
Gambrel
farm adjoining his
Chicosa ranch and added three
quarter' sections of the finest land
on the mesa to his holding. With
water in the lakes, grass tall
enough to cut for hay all over it
his ranch looks different from
Harry Burriss and family who six weeks ago when the grass
had not started.
are living in the San Luis Valley
Colorado drove home to attend
the Old SettlersPicnic last week.
Harry is looking for painters
to help him on acontract and Good Well & Improvements
says work and wages are attrac- Close in. See
tive there. His children have
R. C. GRUNIG.
grown almost out of our knowledge since leaving here.
WANTED- - A few private BordThey came in their Ford car. ers. Enquire at
Office
since in April. That is staying
at home pretty close but he has
a bigger better aud cleaner crop
by reason of it. We know some
farmers and otber3 who would
accomplish more if town were
not so handy.

Farm for Rent
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